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Faculty Appreciation Day Gives a Chance to the Athletes
By Darren Polino and Audra D.
Alexander
Coyoto Chronicle Staff Writers

Student Athletes were given the oppcxtunity to say, "Thank you" on Tuesday, April
25.
Faculty Appreciation Day, under the di
rection of AthleticsDirector Nancy Simpson,
was held immediately before the baseball
game between the Coyotes and the UC Riv^ide Highlanders at Fiscalini Field. The
Department of Athletics, the Student-Life
Council, and the school's eight intercolle-

Dr. Linda Norman
giate teams took the time to show theirappre
ciation for faculty members that have made
outstanding contributions to the educational
experiences of our student athletes.
The Student Athlete Council, comprised

of eight representatives from Men's and
Women's Basketball, Men's and Women's
Soccer, Women's Volleyball, Men's Golf,
Men's Baseball, and Women's Softball were
chosen to represent a link between student
athletes and administration. The Council
meets once a mcmth in order to provide up
dates on the development of each spcxt and
show concern for the community with such
things as a trip to visit a local nursing home
in December.
^ril 6 was National Student Athlete Day,
and the Council offered their teams the
c^portunity to show appreciation to an out
standing faculty member
who they felt h^ touched
their life in some way.
Faculty members
w^ given free admis
sion to the ball game and
were asked to stand up
and be recognized. Six
teen members were cho
sen toreceivespecial rec
ognition for their efforts
and energy in providing
the student athletes with
guidance in the pursuit
of a degree.
Dr. Jenny Zom,
nominated by the
Women's Volleyball
team felt, "very honored
becauseit came from the
students." Z^n, assis
tant (M^ofessor of Geog
raphy, received her de
gree from Ohio State
University. She and her
husband are expecting
theit second child in July.
John Pate, also
nominated by the
Women's Volleyball team, teaches Commu
nications at CSUSB, and feels that being
nominatedby thestudentathletesis,"cool! It
lets you know there'ssomething you're doing
right" When asked about his feelings on our
campus. Pate said, "Hike thecommunity. It's

nard^no

Dr. Jenny Zom
a different atmosphere (than other institu
tions) here."
Efr. R J. Charkins, professw of Econom
ics, was nominated by the Men's Soccer
team. Moises Hernandez, from the Spanish
Department was nominated by the Men's
Soccer team as well. Hernandez, who is in
his second year at Cal State, stated that "It's
wonderful that 1 have contributed in a posi
tive way to students."
Dr. Jennie Gilbert, associate professcM- of
Riysical Education, was nominated by the
Women's Soccer team. The team also nomi
nated Dr. Linda Norman, anassistantprofessor of Political Science, who felt "very hon
ored by the student athletes action."
The Women's Basketball team nominated
Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff, from the Psychology
department, and Dr. Mary Smith, associate
professor of marketing. Dr. Smith felt it was
"a wonderful opportunity to show (the) stu
dents' apfM^eciation."
The other nominees weretfrom the Men's
Baseball team- KurtSmith, from the Philoso
phy department; Sarah Boeh, professor of
Physic^ Education.; from Men's Golf- Dr.
Janice Loutzenhiser,associate professor of
Management and Sue Strain, from the Physi
cal Education Department; from Women's
Softball- Dr. Joanna Worthley, assistant pro-

Moises Hemandez
fessor in Psychology; and frcxn the Men's
Basketball team, Don Woodford, professor
of Art
Simpson hopes to make this an anuual
event. She hopes that over time, the event
will gain prece^nce and show the bond that
athletics and education can productively
share.
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Events From Wednesday, May 3 to Wednesday, May 17,1995
L!

Wednesd.u M'U ^
BASEBALL:CSUSB
v.
CONCORDIA UNIV. FISC, 1 p.m.
ZETA TAU ALPHA RUSHINFOR
MATION TABLES. In front of Jack
Brown Hall, 9:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
CINCO DE MAYO CELEBRA
TION - COURT. U a.m. - 3 pjn.

Thursd.n, \1av 4
ZETA TAU ALPHA RUSHINFOR
MATION TABLES.In front of Stuctenf Union, 9:30 am. - 4:30 p.m.

FlljM:*'Desert Hearts." Sponsored
by the University Diversity Commit
tee. UH-106, 6 p.m. Free
MULTICULTURAL
GUEST
SPEAKERiSaulCastro. MCC,3pjn.
MUSIC RECITAL.Riverside Com
munity College Chamber Singers.
RECIT, 12 Noon. Free.

WEDN1 N I > A \ S
BIBLE STUDY. Sponsored by Cam
pus Crusade fcff Christ. SEN, 1 p.m. 3 p.m.

L®©i?\TO©o^:

ADMINsAdministration BIdg.
ARENA^u»»ouH$ Arena
ARTGALL'Art Gallery
BIOsBiological Science
CAMCREATIVE ARTS
RECITMRecital Hah
THEATER'ib}iveraity Theater
FISCBFIacalini Reld
(Highland Av. A Harriaon St)
FIELD^SoHball Field
HPsHealth & f^ytical Education
JBmJack Brown Hah

LOWER COMMONS
EUCsEucalyptua Room
PANOsPanorama Room
PtNEsPine Room
SYCsSycamore Room
PE»Phy$icai Education (Old Gym)
PFAU^Pfau Ubrary
PHYSaiPhysioM Science
SIERRA^Sierra Hall
STUDENT UNION
COURT^ourtyard
GAMaGame Room

MCCaMuldculturai Center
SENaSenate Chembera
WRAARCaWomen'a Reaouree A
Adult Re-Enby Center
TCaTemporary Gaaarooma
TOaTemporary Officea
IMaUniveraity Hall
CAREERaCareer Development
Center (UH-324)
SSDaServicea to Studenta with
Diaabilltiea (UH-23S)
VISARTSaViaual Arta

STUDY PRESENTATION: Fre
quency ofSexualHarrassment Across
College Campuses by Dr. Jan Kottke
and student Kathryn Paget.
WR&ARC,12 Noon -1 pjn.

IS EVERYTHING BLACK &
WHITE?:Topic:"Are 'Just Say No'
Programs Effective?" MCC, I p.m.

"Time Management"with Gary Rose.
Jfl-258, 4 p.m.

y^ORKSHOPiHowtolnterview with

Chris Amrhein, Wallace Computer
Services, CAREER, 1 p.m. - 2 p.m.
Free to students and CSUSB Alumni
Assn. members.

© ©IF

FrlddV, Mcl\ T
INTERNATIONAL NIGHT. Inter
national Buffet: 5:30 pjn. - 7 pan.
Cultural Performances: 7:30 p.m. 10;30p.m. CreativeArts /?£C/T.TidceUSlO.

Mond.u. Nt,i\ ^
BROWN BAG LUNCH LECTURE
SERIES'Adolescent
Beliefs
TowardsCauses of Rape with Dr.
Gloria Cowan, professor of psychol
ogy, CSUSB. WR&ARC, 12 p.m.-l
p.m.

OPEN AIR MARKET. COURT 8
a.m. - 6 pm.
FRENCH TABLE CLUB. PINE,12
Noon.

MULTICULTURAL
GUEST
SPEAKER: Carolyn Johnson.
SUEC-C, 6 p.m.
WORKSHOP: Job Search With Re
sults with Paui Esposito, Jr., Coordi
nator, Placement Services, CAREER
DevelopmentCenter. CAREER,1 p.m.
- 2 p.m. Free to students and CSUSB
Alumni Assn. members.
ZEJATAVALPHA-"CelebrateZTA
Party." All women welcome to Rush.
SUEC-A, 7 p.m.

Tuesd.n,M.n"
ACCOUNTING ASSN. SPEAKER:

GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL
UNION. WR&ARC, 6 p.m. - 7 p.m.
AFRICAN-AMERICAN MEN'S
SUPPORT GROUP. MCC,5 p.m. - 6
p.m.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
ASSN. - Regular meeting, UH- 252,4
p.m. - 5 pm.

AFDC SUPPORT GROUP (BI
WEEKLY). May 11 & 25, WR&ARC,
6 pm.- 7 p.m.

SPANISH TABLE CLUB. SEN, 12
Noon -1 p.m..

African Women's Empowerment
Group. WR&ARC, 5 p.m. - 6 p.m.

HISPANIC WOMEN'S EMPOW
ERMENT GROUP. Thursdays,
WR&ARC, 3 p.m. - 4:00 pm.

Women's
Empowerment
Group.WR&ARC, 3 p.m. - 4 p.m.

SPANISH TABLE CLUB. SEN, 11
a.m. -12 Noon.
STUDENT NURSES ASSN. Offic
ers' meeting, JB-116.

BIBLE TALK. Weekly meeting of
Triumph. PINE, 12 Noon.

Produced by Anthony Bnxt Gilpin
for the Studi* UnionGiiphk Derign Seivkg,
ImaghiaHtm, Ink."

HEALTH FAIR. Health screenings,
educational materials, entertainment
and more. Lower Commons Plaza, 11
a.m. - 3 p.m.

SUNOMg'

BIBLE TALK- Weekly meeting of
Triumph. PINE 12 Noon.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
ASSN. - Regular meeting. UH-252,4
p.m. - 5 pm.

FEMINISTS FOR ACTION.
Two meetings: 9 a.m. -10 a.m., 12
Noon -1 p.m. WR&ARC.

SINGLE PARENTS SUPPORT
GROUP. WR&ARC,1:30 p.m. - 2:30
p.m.

CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL.
SEN, 6 p.m.

Tin

CONCERT: CSUSB JAZZ EN
SEMBLE. RECIT, 8:15 p.m. $5 Gen
eral Admission, $3 Students/Seniors.

CAMPUS
CRUSADE
FOR
CHRIST. "Coffee Talk" Discussion
Group. EUC, 6:15 pm. - 7:30 p.m.
VIETNAMESE
LANGUAGE
CLASS. Sponsored byVietnamese Shident Assn. PS-207, 6 pm. - 8 p.m.
Free.

MULTI-MUSIC SERIES. Featuring
live bands. Sponsored by Multicultural
Center. COURT, 12 Noon.

LECTURE:"Theory of Intersection:
Ethnography, Performance & Minor
ity Discourse" by Dr. Dorine Kondo,
professor of Anthropology and
Women's Studies, ClaremontCollege.
J0-1O2,12 Noon.

FRIDAYS
BIBLE STUDY & FELLOWSHIP.
Sponsored Inland Bible Study Fellow
ship. EUC, 7:30 p.m.
INTERNATIONAL CLUB/MODEL
UNITED NATIONS. PFAU (2nd
floor), 4 p.m. - 6 pjn.

ALPHA DELTAHSORORITY.TC
- 001,1 p.m.
ALniA PHI SORORITY. EUC, 6
p.m.
PI KAPPA ALPHA FRATERNITY.
PINE, 1 pm.
SIGMA CHI FRATERNITY. TC 007,7 pm.
SIGMA GAMMA PHI FRATER
NITY. TC-26,1p.m.
SIGMA NU FRATERNITY. TC 015,7 pm.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON. EUC,5 p m.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON FRATER
NITY. SYC, 6 p.m.

JAPANESE ANIMATION FEST Events CenterB & C, 12 Noon - 8 pm.
MULTICULTURAL
GUEST
SPEAKER:Pe4fro Santonl MCC, 2
p.m.
LECTURE: Current State of Com
mercial Real Estate Markets by Dave
Jones, Regional Manager, Sperry Van
Ness. CAREER, 1 pm. - 2:30 pm.
Free to students and CSUSB Alumni
Assn. members.
TALK
SOUP:
Union
or
Separation.'Fraternities & Sororities
on Campus. MCC, 12 Noon.
ZETATAVALPHA:Strawberry Fes
tival Party. SUEC-A, 1 p.m.

Wednesday, Mav 10
BROWN BAG LUNCH LECTURE
SERIES:"A/riean*AmerjeaR
Womanism with Dr. Mary Texeira,
professor of sociology, CSUSB.
WR&ARC,\2pm.-\ p.m.
WORKSHOP: Entreprenuership
Skills, with Gene Bohatch, ENCON

see CAMPUS CALENDAR,
continued on page 18

ZETATAU ALPHA FRATERmlF/.
TC - 006,1 p.m.

MONDAYS
ADVENTURE GAMING GUILD.
SYC, 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
ALANON:12 STEPS AND TRADI
TIONS. SEN, 4 p.m. - 5 p.m.

TUFSDAYS
ACCOUNTING ASSN. Business
meeting. HP-124,4 p.m.
NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT
PROJECT. WR&ARC, 5 p.m. - 6
p.m.
VIETNAMESE
LANGUAGE
CLASS. Sponsored by VietnameseStudent Assn. PS-207, 6 p.m. - 8 pjn.
Free.
WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT
GROUP. WR&ARC, 2 pm.- 3 p.m.

To place your campus event, dub or fraternity/sorority meeting in the Calendar, send your copy to CALENDAR,
do The Coyote Chronide, University Hall 201.09, or leave voice mail at (909) 880- 5931, or e-mail at
agilpin@acme.csusb.edu . Calendar announcement are FREE.
^^

QUSllty dnd Merit inthcCSUl
By Susan Melsanheidar, Ph.D.
Prasident of
California Faculty Association,
San Bernardino Chapter

If one were to read theChancellor's press
release on contract negotiations with faculty
that was printed in the last issue of The
Coyote Chronicle,one might imagine Barry
Munitz as the champion of quality in the
CSU, and faculty as the major stumbling
block in his way. Confident that students
demand something more substantial than
jx'onouncements to accept his conclusions,
I'd simply like to offer a few facts and to
suggest that the serious problems facing the
CSU-3,000faculty dismissed, 10,0(X)classes
cut, student fees hiked 123% in the last five
years—will not be solved by sc^iegoating
faculty, who each year try to teach more
students with fewer resources.
While the Chancellor speaks of a number
of issues that are unresolved in contract ne
gotiations, he focuses on salaries, implying
that faculty are demanding unreasonable in
creases in their already hefty incomes. The
facts? According to the California PostSeccxidaiy Education Commission, faculty

salaries in the CSU lag behind comparable
institutions around thecountry by 13%. Even
thou^ no professor in his or her right mind
goes into the profession becauseof the bucks,
it is disheartening for colleagues who have
spent ten years or more in college and who are
often paying off student loans years later to
hear that a California prison guard with a high
school diploma earns $45,000 after six years
while a tenured CSU associate professor with
aPh.D.eamsonly$41,184. The Chancellor's
response to this situation and to the fact that
faculty have had only one small pay increase
since 1990is a "final offer" of a 1.2% increase.
TTie economic situation of newer faculty is
even wcw^e than that of more senior profes
sors. Younger faculty who were hired and
given a pay scale with guaranteed step in
creases, have had to suffer significant loss of
salary when funding has not been providedfor
these increases. Many have left, and more will
do so unless the Chancellor acknowledges the
importance of a decent compensation package
for retaining faculty. Instead of remedying
these serious problems and doing the "good
faith" thing by making up to younger faculty
what was promised them, the Chancellor has

Diversity Committe Chair Speaks
Out About February 22 Commentary
By William Aguilar, Ph.D.
Univarsity Diversity Commitea Chair

On February 22, The Chronicle i^nted
an article by Mr. Neil Deny "One Student's
View: University's 'Statement of Commit
ment to Diversity" Document is Confusing
and Embarrassing at Best" This response, to
Mr. Derry's perspectives and perceptions, is
an attempt at clarification and correction of
misinterpretations.
The University's Diversity Committee
consists of 21 members and includes repre
sentatives from every major sector of the
campus-students, faculty, staff, and admin
istrators. The Committee recognizes that we
live in a varied and complex world with a
multitude of beliefs and practices which en
compass the spectrum of human ideals and
values.
Given that our University is attended by
almost 13,000 students and employs almost
1,000 people, it should not be surprising to
anytme thatdivCTsity definesour constituen
cies. Our University reflects world views,
and as we expand we will amplify representatioi.
hi an effort to make all pet^le welcome
cmto our campus, and in an effnt to demon

strably show respect for divergent views, the
University Diversity Committee has meticu
lously and painstakingly crafted a statement
which und^scores the integral value of diver
sity. The aspiration is that human beings will
respect the values and opinions of others.
The Committee is not suggesting that we
must adopt the traditions and ideology of
others. Ours is not an endeavor to p-oselytize
any one concept, other than allowing the free
doms of expression which have been univer
sally cherished.
Academia has remained steadfast in its
desire toallow freedom of choice and expres
sion. If a university is constrictive anywhere
along this continuum, then the echoes of a
death knell on basic hiunan choice begin to
echo in our society. Universities have been a
harbor in a tempest, and now, often times a
contemptuous world. We cannot afford to
forego this mission.
In thisvein, theUniversity Diversity Com
mittee welcomes the participation of the entire
campus. We encourage everyone to attend our
programs and forums. Our aspiration is to be
inclusive, not exclusive. The views of everycme, including Mr. Derry's, will be listened to.
We invite you to dialogue with us, to share
your experiences, and your thoughts.

Faculty positions and classes to be cut?

demanded an entirely new salary schedule
that would penalize them even more. We
find this proposal notonly unfair, but short
sighted if we are truly c<xnmitted to having
a quality faculty.
The Chancellor also tries to discredit
faculty by suggesting that we are "against
merit" Even a cursory glance at CSU
student surveys or course evaluations might
{ffovide him another more objective view of
CSU faculty, their level of commitment to
teaching, and their merit; we oppose his
specific proposal simply because it is an illconceivedandunworl^leone. Forinstance,
his scheme would require every faculty who
wanted a raise to be evaluated by other
faculty members every year. As students
who may already sense the demands on
faculty time resulting frcan increasesin class
size over the last several years, you have a
right to question such use of faculty time. Is
it worth the price to commit thousands of
faculty hours each year to determine which
few faculty members get a small raise-on
average less than a couple of thousand dol
lars? Wouldn't spending that time doing
something remotely connected to our jobs-education, not self-evaluation-be a better
contribution to quality? Many faculty think
so.
If the Chancellor is as ccHnmitted to
"merit" and "performance" as he claims, he
might begin by modelling both through his
own leadership. Instead of maligning facultyassIuggardsreluctanttopuUtheirweight

The Coyote Chronicle

AUDRA D. ALEXANDER

editor in chief

Corina L. Boreuk
managing editor

Brian Lees

(the same argument, interestingly enough, he
has directed against students when he has
pushed for fee increases), he could return to
the table and demonstrate good faith in bar
gaining a fair contract that would guarantee a
quality faculty and a quality education in our
imiversity. Instead of misrepresenting fac
ulty as "opponents of merit," an action that
only hurts the imageof the CSU in theeyes of
politicians and the public, he could approach
the legislature in alliance with the C^ifomia
Faculty Association to secure the funding
without which terms like "merit" and "qual
ity" in the CSU will be meaningless.

Editor'sNote: Afterthe CSU Chancel
lor declared an impasse, faculty all over
California decided to travel to Cal State
Long Beach. A demonstration has been
organized against the unfair treatment of
faculty on CSU campuses. Representa
tives from nearly every department at
CSUSB are planning to attend. I will be
on the bus, along with aphotographer, to
cover this event. Cal State San Bernar
dino students must realize that this af
fects all of us. Educational spending has
been cut already, and classes have been
enlarged. Butwith 10,000 classes on the
chopping block, we must support our
faculty members in their struggle for jus
tice. There will be several tables set up on
campus, most likely in the Student Union,
where students may sign petitions to show
support for our CSU Faculty's cause.
What affects our instructors, affects us.
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The "Queer Coyote" Has Arrived!
By request, full names have not
been used for respondants in
favor of the gay column, in order
to protect them.

Dear Editor,
The idea of including a column
on the issues concerning the gay
community is a good idea
However many individualsmay
look upon the column as being part
of a fad, or a sudden upsurge in the
amount of literature about these al
ternative lifestyles. An argument
against this idea has been thatinfor
mation has been around for several
years, a gradual introduction. But
many people, possibly a majority
of the peculation may state that all
this diversifying of the American
culture is sudden, so sudden that it
may be a factor in disrupting the
society.
Either way, the information has
been and is around, but unfortu
nately pecclc don't seem to see it.
Having a colunm delegated to bring
to light issues specifically concern
ing the gay community. Itisabold
undertaking to address issues that
are highly sensitive to the college,
and more broadly, American com
munity.
Many individuals, both Hetero
sexual, Homosexual, and Bisexual,
are unaware of the issues that face
the gay ccxnmunity and how these
issues have consequences that af
fect all of society. For example, by
supporting the stereotype that gay
men are emotional d^ages the
emotional expressions of others,
both homosexual and heterosexual
men-men in general may be afraid
of being more emotionally expres
sive, thereby being categorized as
homosexual. The repercussions of
not being able to express emotions
may give many people, especially
males, serious psychological prob
lems.
The American society seems to
pride itself on acceptance of diver
sity. Yet the amount of indiffer
ence, and in some cases violence,
that seems to be quite predominant
in the society. This paradox that

Executive Director of University
Dear Editor,
As an employee of the univer
Development
University Relations
sity and a student in the MPA pro
gram, I was surprised that The Coy (The opiniofu of Mr. Christensen do not
ote Chronicle has created a "New necessarily reflect those of hisdepartmentor
Gay Issues" column—a subject that colleagues)
represents the smallest percent of Dear Mr. Christensen,
Since this letter was personally
the campus population and of the
mainstream society in general. My adressed to me, I feel it is proper to
assumption is that Shannon Bums, respond. First of all, I wonder if
the column's writer, or one of the you attend the same campus I at
other staff or writers of The Coyote tend? I have received nothing but
Chronicle is gay and, therefore, this praise for instituting such a col
column becomes their platfom for umn. The reasonjJiere is no Chris
espousing their views. Niceedito- tian column is for the simple reason
ri^ freedom and objectivity.
that no one ever requested it.
Your statistics, as well as your
People's lifestyles and sexual
prefo^ces are their own business, assumptions about our staff, are
and everyone has the right to live as ignorant. The Gay, Lesbian, and
they please. This is not offensive. Bisexual entities on campus are
What is offensive is that a "cred growing in power and predomi
ible" newspaper could somehow nance. As for Christians, 60 per
justify writing a column that very cent of America may be "on the
few people care about If the paper roster", but very few are anything
is sh(xt for real news, I guess they more. I am a Christian, and I am
might as well write about some surprised at your "unobjective" at
thing that doesn't matter to most tempts at blackmail. I will not be
people. It makes good filler. Well, pressured into creating a "Chris
then, bow about some equal time tian Issues" column. People do
and space for other special inter eare about Gay issues, otherwise
there would have been many letters
ests?
Since over 60 percent of Ameri against the idea and one letter in
cans are Christians, I am requesting favor of it" not the opposite.
As for the privacy of someone's
the establishment of thenew "Chris
tian Issues" column. The first story sexual preference, / would venture
would follow the same opening to saySO IS THEIR RELIGION!
paragraph as the "Gay Issues" col- If the campus would like a religious
issues column, that's wonderful—
umn"Don'tLabeIChristianity,Leam but it must be open to aii religions.
After all, we're both concerned
About IL
This column will be about Chris about equal time and space, aren't
tianity. It will be about Christian
we?
Our staff consists of openvalues. Christian issues and Chris
minded individuals who will not be
tian Lifestyles. It, however, will
not be written exclusively for the bullied. As for your offer, sorrywe'll have to pass. - The Editor
Christian community; it will be
written for non-Christians as well.
The hq)e I have fc* this column
is that it will prove helpful and
educational to non-Christians aod
Dear Editor,
to Christians alike."
I recently was invited to attend
The "Gay" column states that it
*\vants to list the resources avail an event that was held at your uni
able to anyone needing information versity. Upcwi arrival I proceeded
or counseling." The "Christian" through the Student Union. On my
column requests this same oppcxtu- way through, I noticed the various
display cases advertising organiza
nity.
Not only am I requesting the tions ^filiated with your campus.
establishment of the new "Chris The one which wasmostnoticeable
tian Issues" column, I am offering to me, however, was the large dis
to write it If your paper really play case located near a flight of
wants to represent the view of ail stairs.
1 stopped in for a closer look,
people, from all walks of life, then
you should accept my offer. If you my eye being focused on a large
don't accept it, you will simply pictine in the center. A closer look
confirm the judgement of most revealed several of the young adults,
people, and that is The Coyote mostly of whom I assume are stu
Chronicle is not an objective and dents at the university, carrying al
coholic beverages in their hands.
oedible publication.
One individual, in particular, who I
Sincerely,
Stephen D. Christensen
can recall was eagw to show her

Dear Editor,
I was very pleased toread Shan
non Bums' article. Although I am
not gay, I do have many gay friends,
thereftxe I see how the (^y Com
munity is many times put on the
side. I hope that this article will
help people in the gay community
that are not yetout realize that there
are support groups out there. I
commend her and her courage to
Dear Editor,
After reading thearticle, "Don't write the article, and I hope to see
label Homosexuality, Learn About more of them in the future.
K.C
It," I was confront^ with two is
sues: 1) Should you name the col
umn 'The Queer Coyote', and, 2) Dear Editor,
It's about time the Chronicle
Why has it taken so long for a
column of thisnamre to ccxne about starts having a column about Gays,
I have thought for a few days about Lesbians, and Bisexuals. It takes a
other names for the column, but lot of courage to start a column like
"The Queer Coyote" is hard to beat this. Everyone should leam mtne
I am very pleas^ that a column like about homosexuality. The popula
this has been started on this cam tion of homosexuals is on lAe rise,
pus, regardless of the time it has so a column like this is just what
taken. The column is an important this campus needs. Not everyone
and necessary addition that I am will agree with this column, but
sure will prove beneficial to all of they are the ones who need to leam
those who read it. Call the column moreaboutit. "The Queer Coyote"
what you wantas long as it is there is a gre^ name for this column.
Thanks,
for us to read.
Eddie
Dennis

exists constitutes some thought on
the issue. By possibly bringing gay
issues to light and exposing society
as a whole may help to diversify
American society without experi
encing the serious backlash that
seems to be ^valenL Keep up the
good work.
Valerie

Dear Editor,
I really enjoyed the article on
homosexuality. As a heterosexual
person, I learned a lot from this
article and I am anticipating future
articles. I think Ms. Bums did a
great job in getting her message
across and making me understand
the terminology used within the Gay
Community.
Thank You,

GM.

Dear Editor,
I am pleased to discover you got
the steel-guts to start this article.
It's about time sanebody started
shaking the homophobes out of the
closet and into the Gay Commu
nity. So many people are in the
closet on this campus and is the
vehicletogetthemout "TheQueer
Coyote" is cool, but get a more
interesting logo.
Awaiting your next article,

Dear Editor,
Thank You! I think it is abso
lutely wonderful that a topic such
as "alternative lifestyles" is finally
being discussed on this campus.
Yes, with the political arena we
seem to be playing in, nationally
and locally, exposure and educa
tion about all underrepresented
groups is most important!
As far as a title is concerned, I
think "The Queer Coyote' is a kick!
UCR's Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
group is titled the Queer Alliance
and it consists of lesbians, gays,
Insexuals, transgenders, etc.
Definitely touchaa the bisexual
issue now and again. It seems to be
a big thing these days, and even
individuals within the Gay Com
munity are trying to understand this
"label".
Now a Devoted Reader,
J.C.

Justin

Parent Worried About Picture in Student Union
can of beer in the phtHograph. This
concerned me very much.
I do believe that there is a nega
tive stereotype when alcohol is as
sociated with fraternity and soror
ity organizations as a whole. This
comes from the many stories we
have all heard about the dangers it
has caused. Therefore, it seems to
confuse me as to why you would
allow apicture to be displayed show
ing just that type of representation,
and, if I might add, in such a big
way. The picture showed me young
adults, some of whom may OT may
not be minors, attending an event
where there was alcohol. It made
me think of how so many of our
young ones die or are hurt, in some
way, after nights such as the one
presented to me in the picture. It

would also appear to me that in
displaying the picture you (the Uni
versity Administration), must con
done ieir actions and that is what I
do not approve of.
I pay taxes—some of the money
I pay goes to support your univer
sity and any programs, organiza
tions, faculty or staff that you are
affiliated with. I have a son who
will be attending college in 1997,
and the idea of sending him to
CSUSB was strong until recently.
Now, I lock forward to sending him
to a university where the adminis
tration is not so open and accepting
of alcoholat fraternity or other cam
pus affiliated functions when dis
playing it to the public.
. . . Ih a v erecentlyo b t a i n e dseveral
pamphlets, booklets, catalogs, etc..

from your university and I have yet
to see apicturesimilar to that which
I notic^ in the student union. So,
am I to assume that these informa
tional sheets are just a facade?
It is my suggestion as a parent,
visitor, and community member tha
you remove the picture from die
case. It is in my best interest and
yours not to see it advertised.
I would like to note that what
would have been sufficient was the
collage of the members of the fra
ternity. Unfortunately, it was
strongly overshadowed by the much
larger picture. Also, I can say that
the remainder of the display was
very nice.
Thank you,
A concerned resident of San
Bernardino
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newest president of student gov being handed out, tossed around, grievance lists miles and miles long.
ernment. This is not the problem. and taped all over camiHis, one be John Futch, the ASI Elections me Friday evening, April 28 stated
that while at the Polling Booth, she
So far she seems to have run a clean gins to wonder if this "paper pa Chair, seems to be the only one not
was
told to vole under Education's
"Hi! Have you voted yet?" campaign, but do not despair, for rade" will ever cease. I know one
filing grievances-but then again, choices. English, however, is ru
Aren't you sick of this saying? If I like all others, I'm sure something thing for sure-very few, if any, are
just who would he file them against? mored to be a Humanities Major.
never see another smiling face tell will be dug up or created just to innocent. Several runners on one
The biggest hoax seems to lie
The young lady who "assisted
ing me who to vote for again, it will make noise.
ticket, who claim "diversity" as their with accusations made against my vote" was not only rude, but
be too, too soon!
At press time, Janice Obnillas mainstay, have filed grievances Caroline Ludlow, up for BOD of
was too busy discussing her
Election time is supposed to be and German Gaberoglio were in a againstthoseofoihertickets. Those
Natural Sciences. That all turned boyfriend's hygienic habits. Had I
a time of debates, delibe^ons, and run-off for Vice President. There people, whoclaim "experience" aid
. out to be a big misunderstanding, been unaware to vote c«ily for my
decisions. Our Cal State elections, seems to be very little mud-slinging them in leadership, have filed griev
though, and I think poor Caroline major, I, like others did, could have
however, were nothing more >han going on. I think Janice could do a ances as well.
got it in the end undeservedly.
voted for one person frmn every
petty, pompous, and downright- fine job, but perfection is hard to
Now I know this is all utterly
James Lai, current ASI Vice area listed. Tte man who voted
uh- "poopy."
maintain in office. German, on the baffling, but Take Heartl The game PresidenL feels the diversity tickeL
next to me picked incorrectly, but
Acccffding tothe unofficial polls, other hand, is former ASI in its hasjustbegun! Severalof the Board
"campaigned unfairly. They used be simply shrugged it off and said,
Christy Hearne is the unofflcial finest form. But with all the flyers of Directors candidates have filed
traditional politics to get what they "It doesn't really matter. It's all
wanted." I must admit Donald rigged anyway."
Willis, the campaign manager for
Elections irregularities, rigging
the "diversity" ticket, might be votes, dirty campaigns, and Per
Bv
I AAM Bouvier i/Mvt
By Usrlr
Mark IfrilrArittn
Krikorian ar)d Leon
1990-1995, justover 1millionmcve group.
SpedaJ to The Coyote Chronicle
termed a tad bit 'charismatic', but
pec^le left Califomiafor other states
TJie problem for education is you just can't blame the guy for sonal attacks. I don't really know
what to believe anymore, but I am
than moved here. But this net loss not thesimple factof changes in the
sure of this, if this year's campaigns
A recent report by a San Jose- of peculation has been more rhan state's ethnic composition, but trying.
One grievance that seems to be are any indication of next year's
based educaticHi think tank has pre- made up for by continuing foreign rather the poor educational perfor
viable, as I wimessed something Associated Students, Inc... we're in
scribed swne strong medicine for immigration.
mance of this growing Hispanic similar, is the incident with theelecfor a bumpy ride, ladies and gentle
higher educatimi in California. The
Net immigration to the United share of the population-particularly
tion booth attendant. An anony men!
report offo^ draconian recommen States, legal and illegal, is rurming the high dropout rate.
mous English major, who came to
dations to help the state's public . at about 1 million per year, with at
According to a report from the
colleges and universities deal with least one-third of the total settling U.S. General Accounting Office
the coming surge in the number of in California. Thus, for the same (GAO),in 1990thedropoutratefor
high school graduates.
five-year period of 1990-1995, the Hispanics between the ages of 16
Among the recommendations Census Bureau estimates net immi and 24 was about 30 percent, com
are cutting back graduate programs gration into California of more than pared to 18 percent fw blac^ and
and closing the door to out-of-state 1.7 million.
10 percent for whites.
students.
Fw the past few decades, immi
In 1993, the U.S. Department of
The study by the California gration has been the prime con- Labor reported that while 12 per
Higher Education Policy Center tributcM* to the state's population cent of white male workers in the
foresees a "staggmng increase" in growth. The future prcHnises more laborforceand 18.5peicentofblack
the college-age population-what of the same.
male workers were high school
the study calls Tidal Wave II, com
From 33 million today, dropouts, the rate for Hispanic male
parable to Tidal Wave I, the surge California's peculation could ap
workers was an astounding 41.6
in college enrollments from 1965 to proach 50 million by 2020. Net percent
1975 due to the Babv Boom.
immieration willaccount directlv.
This tooisaresuItofournaticMi's
And a tidal wave it is—projec for 56 percent of that growth.
immigration policy, which selects
tions indicate that in2008, the num
When we include the fact that immigrants based on who they
ber of students graduating from immigrants are likely to have more know(family relationships) rather
California high schools will be 57 children than native-bom Califor- than what they know (skills and
percent higher than today-more nians, poh^s three-quarters of all education). Tlie result, especially
than 490,000 students, compared the state's future growth will be with regard to immigration from
with about 290,000 expected this attributable to immigration. Stu Latin America, has been a notice
year.
dent populations will continue to able decline in the skills and educa
But in all the controversy, one grow rapidly, but so will the rest of tion of the immigration flow.
question has been virtually ignored. the state if immigration continues
With regard to immigration, the
Where did all these young people at current levels.
prescription for higher education in
come from?
The news for the public college California is clear. First of all, less
Like so many before him, the and university systems may be less immigration will help ease the in
study's author, David W. tq>ocalyptic t^ Breneman's study creasing pressure on ^e state's col
Breneman, an ectxiomist and pro indicates, but that itself is a reason leges and universities-thoughonly
fessor at Harvard University's for worry. Though the number of in the long term, since tomorrow's
Graduate School of Education, college-age people is going to con college students are already in high
blames the offspring of the Baby tinue growing b^ause of immigra school today.
Boom. "While their parents tion, the number of those actually
And a better system of selecting
swamped the colleges and univer going to college is likely to lag immigrants, emphasizing the skiik
sities in the 1960s, this new genera behind that growth. The troubling
that foreigners can bring to our coun
tion promises to do the same in reason is that Hispanic immigrants try, can make sure that immigrants
coming years," he has written.
and their children, who make up the who do end up in California, what
This is partly true. But the size bulk of foreign immigration into ever their number, will be better
of the future college-age popula California, have much higher drop- able to succeed in school and enter
tion is not only the result of baby outrates than thepopulation atlarge. the mainstream of society.
21 & Over
boomers having children. In that
Well over half of all immigrants
This obviously isn't the whole
gen^tion are included many im to California are Hispanic, mainly, solution to the state's higher-edu
migrants and children of immi of course, fixxnMexico. Theirshare cation woes, but it is a part that
grants. In facL immigration, and of the state's peculation is growing cannot be ignored.
the higher fertility of immigrant rapidly, not only through immigra
Just South of I-10 off Waterman
wmnen in California, is what is tion but through theirfertility, which Mark Krikorian is Executive Di
Behind Family Fitness
driving the state's population is the highest of any major ethnic rector of the Center for Immigra
growth.
group in the state. From about 30 tion Studies, a policy research orThe anecdotes about Califw- percent today, Hispanics
will com- ganization in Washington, D.C.
r
nians swarming north to Seattle or ixiseperh^40percentofthepc^u- LeonBouvierisademographerand
hack East are true. The Census lation in 2020, at which time they Senior Fellow at the Center.
Bureau estimates thaL over the years will be,the state's largest ethnic
• • • • • • • • • • • •
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By Audra D. Alramder
EdUoNn-Chief

The High School Graduates Are Coming!
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Timing, Planning, Weather Made For Bad Environment
By Brandy Floras

Coyote Chronide Staff Writer

Signs of rain and last minute
px^parations put a cloud on the Earth
Day Celebration sponsored by the
Associated Students Environmen
tal Committee on Thursday, Apil
20 in front of the Student Union.
"We have the Earth Day Cel
ebration every year and it's usually
a larger event, but this year we
didn't have enough time to plan
because of the switch in committee
chairs," said Margaret Hertz who
was in charge of this year's Earth
Day Celebration.
People from the Glendale Natu
ral Wonders Stwe, the Montclair
Body Shop, SanBCTnardinoCounty
Environmental Health Services,
CSUSB Students Pronoting Indus
trial/Organizational Psychology
Club (SPIOP), and the ASI Envi
ronmental Committee along with
Paul Cash, the ecomagician, were

among those promoting a cleaner
and safer environment.
"I think it's good to increase
people's awareness of the earth,
especially a student's, so that they
can go out into all parts of society
with a better knowledge of earth
health," said Heather Chatem from
the Natural Wcmders Store.
Although a dismal day, many
students still todc the time to look at
the environmentally safe and envi
ronmentally aware items that were
either on s^e or being given away
as free samples.
Since most students could not
make it tothe Environmental Expo,
which is held on the weekend, the
Earth Day Celebration served to
inform students about some envi
ronmentally safe products and how
to be more environmentally aware
while they were on campus for
classes.
Paul Cash, the ecomagician who
was to perform at the,Expo, had a

few tricks up his sleeve for the
Earth Day Celebration. 'T'vebeen
doing magic since 1 was 12 and
I've always been interested in the
environment, so I'm really excited
about doing this environmental
show," said Cash.
The ASI Environmental Com
mittee was selling Earth Day Tshirts and tote bags that said, "Ev
ery Day Is Earth Day," which
seemed to be the main message
that everybody was trying to get
across.
ASI was also giving out free
information pamphlets and
condcans which were put out by
Zero Population GrowU), which is
a national, nonprofit membership
organization that works to achieve
a sustainable balance between
population, resources, and the en
vironment, both in the U.S. and
worldwide.
In addition, the Body Shop
from Mcmtclair was hiding out

free bottles of lotion. The Body
Shop respects the enviromnent, the
community, and its customers by
keeping packaging to a minimum,
recycling waste whenever possible,
offering a refill service, and by not
participating in any animal testing
for cosmetic purposes.
San Bernardino County Depart
ment of Enviromnental Health Ser
vices also participated in making

students more aware of environ
mental health by offering safer al
ternatives to many environmentally
harmful household products.
"Environmental awareness
should be promoted all of the time
not just one day out of the year,"
said Ming Yu from the CSUSB
SPIOP club, which was selling Tshirts that read, "Extinction is For
ever.
photo by. Jim Chaffin

CSUSB Alumnus Joe Ferine (B.A. Geology) and his wife Dawn, a senior
Chemistry major, browse at the Environmental Expo at CSUSB on April 20.

The Work of Exiled Writers Honored and Explored at Conference
By Laurie Stevens

Special to The Coyote Chronicle
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90 abstracts were received and read,
to present their work."
Correa credits the choice of with only 10 of those being re
theme as playing a pivotal role in jected.
Correa credits Extended Educa
the success of the conference.
"The topic of exile touches us tion f(x pulling all those details
all at different levels. Many of us together, ensuring the success of
who attend the conference have the conference.
"We were told by Extended
come fnxn other countries and so
we have great empathy fcs the many Educaticm that if we told them what
writers, particularly those from we wanted from the conference,
South America and other Third they could guarantee it would be a
World countries, whodo their writ success," said Correa.
Burke mirrored Correa's praise
ing in exile. Even for those who do

members scrambling for time and
short on patience. Seemingly at the
last minute, however, all of the de
tails came together to produce what
everyone agreed was aprofessional
and productive conference.
Five faculty members presented
papers at the conference. Burice
presented her pi^»er, "Persians and
Peruvians: Fictional Exiles in
Paris." Antonieta Gallegos-Ruiz
offered her work entitled, "El autoexilio en la poesia de Elias

National and international pro
fessionals in the fields of linguis
tics, literature and other academic
disciplines were on band for the
Fcneign Languages Department's
fu^tlitoary conference, "Strangers
in Paradise: Voices in Exile," held
AiMil 6-8 at Palm Springs' Riviera
Hotel and Resort.
The conference focused on the
concept of exile and its effect on
literature both from the point of
view of the exiled writer as well a
that of the exiled fictional charac
ter.
Some of themore notable speakCTs attending the conference includedLucia Guerra (Chilean-bom
author andformerFuIbrightscholar)
and Martin Tucker (editor of the
literary journal, "Confrontations,"
and author of the comprehensive
text, "Literary Exile in the 20th
Century - an Analysis and Bio
graphical EHctionary").
Presented by the Department in
conjunction with the Office of Ex
tended Education, the conference
allowed professors and select stu
dents theoi^rtunity topresentand
discuss papers of literary criticism Dr. Rubi Burke presents her paper at the first annual CSUSB Foreign Lanauaoes Department literature review. April 6-8.
Nandino." Donna McMahon pre
aimed at a number of categories not share this experience, though, of Extended Education.
"Initially therewas a lot of work sented, "Seeking the Self: Autobi
within the subject. Some of these the topic strikes a raw nerve."
Die ojnfCTence was the end re for those of us on the committee. ography and the Search for Cc^erincluded, "Exile Writing as Socio
political Commentary," "Exile and sult of three years of discussion and All of the submissions had to be ence in Exile." Aurora Wolfgang
Poetic/Narrative V ision," and "Neo- OTganization by E>epartment com read, which took,about two weeks. discussed, "Words and Wtxlds of
Colcmialism in the Post Modem mittee membere including Depart Then decisicxis had to be made about Difference: Madame Graffigny's
ment bead Jacques Benzakein, what we would accept. We had to Letters from a Peruvian Woman,"
: End of the 20th Century."
"Our hope in presenting this Correa, and language professors ctxne up with categtxies, which was and Jacques Benzakein discussed
conference was twofold," said Dr. RuthBurke and Dominique Luisor. difficult because we purposely left the psychological effects of literary
Correa admits to early appre die tr^ic broad to begin with. How- success for the exiled writer in bis
Rafael Ctmea, co-chair of theevent
once the Extended Education p^io'entitled,"ClassExile - Writer
and coordinates of the Spanish pro hension over choice of theme.
tookovo',
I felt almost sup^uous. in Paradise."
"I was a little wcsried about
gram. "We wanted to sorve notice
Correa said be was impressed
They
handled
so many details," said
how
many
submissions
we
would
to the acadonic world that the De
with the pn^xisal that fiction be
partment is interested in exploring receive. I thought perhaps our sub Buike.
Despite the help of Extended examined from a multi-disciplin
smneoftbetougbo'andmoreavant- ject was too cutting-edge."
Education,
last minute details such ary point (rf view - a concqH ex
That apprehension was dis
garde lito^ issues. At the same
as
scheduling
and polishing of pa plored in Benzakein's paper. From
•imp, we wanted to give those ex- pelled, however, shortly after the
I^oring sudi issues afonun in which call for abstracts went out and over pers seemed m have Department those attending the conference it

would seem that such amulti-disciplinary dialogue was opened.
"We might have done as many
conferences do and made our topic
very specific which would have
drawn a narrow range of people
from one discipline," said Correa.
"But because our topic was more
broad and avant-garde, we drew
professionals from all areas."
The presentation of student pa
pers also set the conference ap^
from others of its type. While a
majority of students presenting pa
pers at the conference were gradu
ate students, (Mie undergraduate pre
sented his honors thesis.
Benzakein said he was pleased
that the conference was a success
and stressed the importance of meet
ing conference goals.
" We wanted to give students a
chance toexperience academia out
side the classrocxn and we accom
plished that Also, everyone within
my department is talented and ex
ceptional. Oneofmy personal goals
was to call attention to that fact. I
think this conference puts the Uni
versity on the m^ in terms of hav
ing aserious faculty enable of han
dling aserious literary conference."
Burke said she was also pleased
with the outcome of the confer
ence. "I enjoyed the smaller, more
intimate setting - the fact that we
werebasically in one location. And
I think what made the conference
was the people."
When a^ed his opinion on the
outcome of the conference, Correa
said, "As human beings in society
there isnothing more terrifying than
not being a part of it all - of being
the *other'. This is a reality for
many of us whether we have been
ftre^ into exile, voluntarily exiled
ourselves, or just feel like an out
sider. Whatever the status, we are
constantly reminded that we are
foreigners. Our origins are always
with us."
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Science Education, Technology Needs Explored at Conference

live
Venhirp.- Sili
tive officer of Joint Venture:
con Valley Network; Dr. Walter E.
Massey, provost and senior vice
The 21st Century industrial president, academic affairs for
needs for technology and science the University of California;
education was explored during a and Congressman Brown
day-long conference at CSUSB, (Democrat-San Bernardino).
April 24. The conference was
The conference brought to
hosted by Congressman George E. gether business, labor, govern
Brown, Jr. and the American Physi ment, academic and commu
cal Society (APS).
nity leaders to determine what
Featured speakers included Dr. factors should shape science
Martha Kiebs, director of the Of education in the next century,
fice of Energy Research and the with a particular focus on the
Department of Energy's Science needs of industry.
and Technology advisor; Becky
The conference also included
Morgan, president and chief execu fourplenary speakers and six work-

ch/^nc

From News Services
Courtesy of Public Affairs Office
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shq)s. The workshops focused on
linking small businesses with colleges and universities.

ricula meet the standards of indus
Morgan, a fonner state senator,
try, and the role of community col- discussed the business climate in
in worker training and re Cahfomia and the need for coop
training.
eration between business and higher
The featured luncheon educati(Ni.
speaker was Dr. Krebs, who
Brown, ranking Democratic
discussed government's role member of the U.S. House Com
in fostering partnerships with mittee on Science, also presented a
higher education and indus plenary session.
try.
The conference, "Shaping Sci
In the plenary sessions. Dr. ence Education to Meet the Indus
Massey, who also is a former trial Needs of the 21st Century,"
director of the National Sci was the second in a series of
ence Foundation, focused on roundtables presented by the APS
how education in California can 3nd the American Association of
address the needs of industrial soci Physics Teachers.
ety.

CEO, Educational Leader Join
Coachella Valley Advisory Board
From News Services

Mark Nichols, chief executive
officer of theCabazon Bandof Mis
sion Indians, and David A. George,
superintendent and president of the
Desert Community College DistricL
college of the Desert, are being
appointed to the advisory board of
the Coachella Valley campus of the
Califomia State UniveRity.
Nichols, who manages the ad
ministrative operations and busi
Scouts.
ness affaiR of the tribe, has seen
She has been named Business revenues increase almost 1,000%
Woman of the Year by Travelers since he began his duties as CEO.
Aid, the Business Leader of the This year gross revenues will reach
Yearby theSanBemardinoCounty $57,000,000. In addition to his overSun and the Outstanding Business
sightofbusinessoperations,Nichols
Woman of the Year by the Rialto is responsible for the Cabazon Plan
Chamber of Commerce.
ning Department, which is involved
Bayless earned her bachelor's with COLMAC Biomass Energy
degree in business education with
Plant and the Indian Sans Housing
honoR from Cal State, Long Beach.
Development projects. Prior to his
The Cal State award luncheon current position, Nichols was af
in herhonor begins at 11:30 a.m. in filiated with the Cabazons for 12
the Student Union Events Center. years in various capacities, includ
Reservations are $25 per person
ing general manager and controller
and may be arranged through Cal and casino management and mar
State's School of Business and Pub keting.
lic Administration (909) 880-5700.
George has been in his capacity

Glenda Bayless Named Arrowhead Executive
From News Services

arcounUng practice, Bayless has
distinguished herself in community
Glenda Bayless, an accountant serviceaswell. Cunentlyshechaire
with offices in Blocmington and the board of directors for Inland
Victorville, is the recipient of the Community Bank and she serves
Arrowhead Distinguished Chief on Cal State, San Bernardino's
ExeculiveOfficerAward which will Foundation Board and its Board of
be presented to her May 12 by the Councilors, an advisory group to
School of Business and Public Ad the business school.
ministration at CSUSB.
Past activities have included
Awarded annually, the distinc service as the first woman president
tion lauds chief executive officers of Arrowhead United Way, and
who have demonstrated outstand membership on the boards for San
ing business leadership and shown Bernardino Community Hospital,
exemplary service to educational the Inland Empire Symphony, the
institutions or other philanthropic Rialto Chamber of Commerce, the
organizations.
Boy Scouts of Americaand theSan
In addition to her successful Gorgonio Chapter of the Girl

statewide Student Research
Competition to be Hosted by CSUSB
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with the College of the Desert in
Palm Desert and the Community
College District since 1986. His
career in higher education includes
11 yeaR at the University of Mas
sachusetts, AmhcRL service as in
terim president of Greenfield Com
munity College in Massachusetts
and vice-president of academic af
fairs at Moraine Valley Commu
nity College near Chicago, II. His
area of expertise include organiza
tion development, economicdevel(^ment and fund raising for educa
tion.
In addition to courses in man
agement, he is an experienced in
structor in training programs for
public managere and supervisoR.
He has also been involved in a num
ber of organizational development
consultations.
Appointments to the Coachella
Valley Advisory Board are made
by Cal State, San Bernardino Presi
dent Anthony H. Evans. Members
serve four-year tenns and provide
counsel to univcRity officials with
regard to the expansion and devel
opment of the CoacheUa Valley
campus.

I
J

Nearly 140 students from
throughout the Califomia State
UniveRity system willpresent their
research results at Cal State, San
Bernardino, May 5-6, asCSUmarks
its ninth annual student research
conference.
Local participants frmn CSUSB
and their academic disciplines in
clude Redlands residents Barbara
Rood, marketing, and Cynthia
Turner, mathematics; Rialto resi
dent Jennifer Mobley, social sci
ences; San Bernardino residents
Catherine Clark, biology, Justine
Patti>n, art,andOina Rolnnson, psydiology/education; RivcRide resi
dents Christopher Thayer, theatre
arts, and Pamela Welchel, math
ematics; Victorville resident

Yvonne Atkinson, English; and
Yucaiparesident Juliet Conlon, art.
Conlon and Welchel have
earned distinction at CSUSB in a
ITC-qualifying competition as un
dergraduate and graduate students,
respectively, notes Julius K^lan,
dean of graduate studies. They
each received $100for outstanding
work, he notes.
Student participants at the con
ference will make oral presenta
tions before juries of professional
experts from major c<*porations,
foundations, public agencies, col
leges and univeRities in California.
Topics in nine academic categories
reflect the disciplines offered by
California State UniveRity. Cash
prizes will be awarded for the best
presentations in each categmy of
the competition, Kaplan says.
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Economic
Market Trends
(April 13,1995 through April 28,1995)
^^YearTre;^1?"rv Bonds

p«;iw Jones Industrials

April 13 Ooee: 7.33%
April 28 Ooee: 7.34%
Overall Trend: UP 0.01%

April 19 Clo9»: 4,208.18
Apiil 28 0090: 4,321.27
Overall Tnnd: UP 113.09

pnllar fin Yenl

Gold

April 13 Ooae: 83.35
April 28 Ooee: 84.20
Overall Trend: UP0.8S

April13Oo90: $390.00
April 28 Chae: $387.00
OveraU Trend: DOWN $3.00
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An Economic Review of
will show a trend close to that of the
household numbers as well as a
Courtesy of the Southern CalHomm
much higher total for wage and
Assodatfon of Goi^e/nmenfs
— salary employment m the region,
Lastyearbeganwithonetypeof perhaps
• by- as much as 100,000
upheaval-the
devastating jobs.
Northridge earthquake-and ended
with another, the Orange County
financial crisis. Both had negative
^
—m
'
impacts on the regional economy, Utdi
•
.t. ff. .
ment Trends
Monthly,
the effect
but neither was sufficient to hold
was fairly short-lived: construction
backanemergingrecovery. Anumemployment growth tapered off
ber of indicators now suggest that
both in Los Angeles County and the
the economy has begun to turn
mid
the
good
news
is
that
region
after April.
around, and the good news is that
tt.,govecyshou.dgaa«rsbengU.

From Nowa Sarvicea

Inland Empire: 7.6% in March (DOWN from 8.4% in Fobruary)
Riveraide County: 8.4%
SanBemardino County: 6.9%

accounted for a large share of job
gain< in the business services sec
tor It is not unusual for firms to be
reluctant to hire full-time workers
in the early phases of an economic
upswing, but the growth in tempo-

benefits packages.
Educational services also
boosted employment, as did mo
tion pictures. Both of these ate^,
as well as many of the business
services activities, support large
numbers of well-paid jobs in the
Employment in manufacturing region.

lion, up nearly 25% from the same
period in 1993.
The upturn in residential per
mits reflects a firming trend for
home sales that emerged during
1994. California Association of
Realtors data covering the fust ten
months of the year record yearover-year gains in the number of
homes sold in all six; percentage
increases range from 8.5% (Orange
County) to 25.4% in the Inland
Empire.
Median sales prices for homes,
however, had not yet begun to re
cover during this period-on a
county-wide average basis-in any
of the Southern California Associalionof Governments (SCAG)counPyal F.state nnil
ties, suggesting that the trough of
the housing price cycle still lies
The turnaround in building per
ahead. Interest rate unirertainties
mit activity since early 1994 is fur
and continuing skepticism about
ther evidenceof an economy on the
{Appreciation potential are exerting
mend. However, even though per
downward pressure on home prices.
mit issuance was up about 40%
Tbe region's commercial and
from a year earlier, the level of
industrial market is still in the dol
permit activity (number of building
drums. Office vacancy rates are
permits issued) is still depressed.
coming down in some parts of the
Tbe average level for the first 10
region. However, the marginal
months of 1994 was still more than
60% below the annual average for firming has yet to entice many de
velopers baric into the market The
the 1980s.
value of non-residential permits for
Virtually all the growth in con
tbe region as a whole in 1994 was
struction permit activity is coming
little changed from year-eaiiier lev
from the residential side, with the
els (44.8%). Only San Bernardino
value of residential permits issued
in 1994higher than year-ago levels and, toalesserextentOrange coun
ties were experiencing any signifi
in all counties except San Bernar
dino. The regional total of residen cant increase.

arm in the first quarter of 1994from
earthquake-related purchases of
hardware, furniture, appliances,
building supplies and emergency
preparedness equipment
Sales growth accelerated in the
second half of tbe year, boosted by
strengthening department store
sales and a significant pickup in car
sales. Initialindications are that the
holiday buying season wiU turn out
to have been much more lucrative
for Southland retailers than it has
for at least the three previous y^.
With all of this in mind, tbe gain in
retail sales for the year 1994 should
work out to 5.5% in real terms.

EmplovmynlOrbwih
Two official estimates of emZTo^mc
Area retailers had good reason
ploymentarepublishedbythestate
toexpecthealthy holiday sales this
Whmonth;onebasedonasurvey relocauons^^^sizi^^
year. Unemployment is down, per
Of households ^d the oth<. b^
^^idlb;^— ^ta real i~ in the re^^^^^
on payroll information from a
sample of firms. Neither is ideal
and the two are often at odds, but
service industries were the mend. The turnaround m
both measures have shown im bricht spot in the labor market pic- comes occurred, morcow against
provement in the regional labor hj 10^994 with total employ- the backdrop of contmued losses of
market during 1994. However, the mentupby anestiinated 1.4%. Tbe high-paying jobs m aerospace Md
household survey show an actual ^ckup in service sector jobs was related
manufachinng mdustnes.
upturn in employment for the re
supporting the view that many of
led by business services, a diverse
ffion whUe the EDD payroU
gion
pa^U data leo oy DUSUIC»
the jobs being created in the ser
L)w only areduction in job losses, group that includes, among oto^. vices sector arc high-income occu
Judcingfromotherevidencefor advertising, personnel supp y
pations.
ihp reofonal economy (retaU sales, vices, office equipment rental and
Total retail sales in the region
«S"n<ZrSm<ling penBit leasing,andcompuleranddaupro- began growing again <Mi a yearactivity etc.), it seems certain that cessing services.
over-year basis in November of
SAefinipayrolldataforl994
Temporary ^nnel. mclud- 1993. Sales received a shot in the
have been processed by EDD, they
ing professional and managerial.

tial permits amounted to $8.2 bil

SCAG REGION RETAIL SALES
(% change from year earlier)
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UCR Teach-in: Why Rush LImbaugh and Company Are Wrona
By
3y Robert Pollin

^Doc/a/ to The Coyote Chronicle

Courtesy of 1993 CSUSB Economics
Graduate Robert Pedace

For a generaticHi now, the eco
nomic circumstances for the major
ity of people in this country have
either stagnated or declined. As
one measure of this situation, the
average real wage in the United
States in 1994 was roughly 20 per
cent below what it was in 1974.
Hiis means that the average work
ing person now gets $80 dollars a
day for doing the same job they did
20 years ago for a $100 paycheck.
These slowly but persistently
declining economic conditions for
the majority have transformed pub
lic discussion and policy through
out the country. This transforma
tion became transparently clear af
ter last November's election.
Both in California and through
out the United States, a large num
ber of political figures and com
mentators, such as Gov. Pete Wilson. House of Representatives
Speaker Newt Gingrich, and talk
radio luminary Rush Limbaugh,
now advance a new view of our
economic travails: that the stagnat
ing or worsening economic circum-

stancesfortbemajorityofpeopleis
stancesfortbemajontyofpeopleis
really the fault of the less fortunate
among us.
Their claims run something like
this: You are a white male and
you've lost your job? That's be
cause affirmative
A ~ \action programs- miually designed to give fair treatihnsp u/hrt
ment to those
who have faced dis
crimination—now so favor minori
ties and women that theseonce dis
advantaged groups are taking away
job opportunities from those who
deserve them.
Your take home pay can't cover
your monthly bUls? That'sbecause
we're turning over too many of our
tax dollars to welfare moms who
have become dependent on hand
outs and are unwilling to work for a
living. Or it is because illegal im
migrants are crowding into our pub
lic schools and health care facili
ties, running up the budgets of these
institutions while quality deterio
rates.
These claims are now so much a
part of the contemporary political
culture that it is difficult to keep in
mind that all of them are wrong.
And yet it is no suiprise that such
views should win widespread sup
port now. Finding scapegoats for
difficult economic conditions was

basically the strategy
strateev deployed
dcDloved hv
by
the Nazis during the severe 1930s
Depression, and it is the same posi
tion advanced by the Neo-Nazi
skinheads throughout Europe to
day.
iviaiiy
Many of
oi us ai
at UCR-students,
ULJK-students,
staff and faculty-believe that these
positions are not only in error, but
are also dangerous and unethical.
We are also convinced that it is time
for us and others who share our
concerns to take action to counter
the Wilsonites, Gingrichians, and
Limbaugh Ditto-heads.
This is why we have organized
a one-day teach-in here at UCR on
Friday, May 12. The theme of the
teach-in is "Organizing for Progres
sive Political Change: Prosperity,
Equality, and Smdent Rights." The
topics we will discuss include affir
mative action, immigration rights
and Prop. 187, welfare policy and
student organizing.
The plenary session, "New Di
rections in Progressive Political
Organizing," will feature former
Gov. Jerry Brown. Gov. Brown
also plans to host his national radio
call-in show from KUCR that
evening.
Many other well-informed and
distinguished speakers will partici-

r^n

pate on this plenaiy and the other
sessions,includingUCRfacultyand
the most
exciting feature of the teach-in is
that several speakers wUl be uni
versity students, from UCR and
elsewhere, as well as high school
students
Riverside area.
Tu from
^ the
—-.-.woaovoiwo.
Thoseofuswhohaveorganized
the conference make no claims that
existing policies on affirmative ac
tion, welfare, or immigration are
without failings. There are many
problems with all of them. But
things must be kept in perspective.
FOT example, federal spending
on Aid to Families with Dependent
Children—the country's largest
welfare program-absorbs less than
one cent
spent by the
fA
I of every dollar
——
r?
*.1. .1
fet^er^ government Even with the
Cold War over, military spending
still eats up more than 20% of the
federal budget. Why then should so
many politicians insist on taking
the barest subsistence away from
poor children while clamoring for
more weapons?
Such budgetary priorities also
affect our lives at universities.
While student tuition at the UC and
CSU systems continues to rise
sharply, politicians keep defending
welfare programs for the rich, such

^

as tax deductibUity for mortcage
interestpayments. Thissinglehousing deduction is worth more than
$6,000 a year for households with
incomesover$100,000. But is Pete
Wilson willing to have himself pho
tographed handing out $6,000
•.uctKj,
rtius movie prochecks lo
to ceveriy
Beverly Hills
ducersfortheirnewJaccuzis,whUe
continuing toinsist there is no more
money to suppwt UC or CSU stu
dents?
Of course, we conference orga
nizers make no claims to monopo
lize the truth. Indeed, the positions
of the various speakers at the con
ference will certainly not be uni
form, or even necessarily compli
mentary to one another. Our real
is iti
to upcii
open aa wide-ranging
aim la
wiae-rangmg and
informed debate in the coi^^ity.
^ well assp^k some effective polilical organizing guided by these
discussions.
Everyone is welcome to the
teach in—to listen, speak up or dis
agree. We hope to see you on May
12, and bring your friends-there is
even a party, with live music, after
wards.

Robert Pollin is a Professor of
Economics at UCR

n
HOW TO GET YOUR JOLLIES
AT COLLEGE 24 HOURS A DAY.

*
*
*
*

Open a tab at a diner.
Belgian waffles and cheese fries with gravy
are delicious, regardless of the hour.

Visit a local court of law.
Plenty of seating, unique conversation and
dranna that improves the later it gets.

Be the gym night janitor.
Work out at your leisure and never wait
in line for lat pulldowns or the erg.

Get a Citibank Classic card.
For your peace of mind, operators are on
call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.
To apply, call I-800-CITIBANK.
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British Composer Brings Tragedy to Life
By Brian Lees
Arts and Entertainment Editor

One of the greatest tragedies of
the 20th Century is brought back to
life with the sonic adventures of
British ambient/classical composer
Gavin Bryarsandhis latest CD The

Sinking of the Titank.
The CD consists of one 61
minute. 20second composition that
has undergone several evolutions
since its inception in 1969. The
composition wasfirstperformed at
London's Queen Elizabeth Hall in
1972 and wasfirst recorded 3 years

wireless operator on the doomed
ship, said that as heswam to safety,
he could still hear the band playing
until they were submerged in the
icy waters.
It is this incredible dedication to
Jesus' Blood Never Failed Me Yet. music, this "noble act" as Bride
Its most recent evolution has re termed it, that influenced Bryars
sulted in a composition twice as and caused him to attempt to raise
long as its previous form and re the Titanic's band from its watery
corded with the latest technology in grave. Since water is such a great
conductor of sound, Bryars believes
July 1994 for Point Records.
Bryars was inspired by the story that if the Titanic were raised^oday,
that a survivor of the sinking Titanic the band's music would still be re
told to aNew York Times reporter in verberating.
With this inspiration and his
April 1912. Harold Bride, a junior

later for ambient music maestro
Brian Eno's Obscure label.
The piece wasre-recorded"live"
inside an empty French water tower
in 1990 and was again re-recorded
as the "flip side" ou.the 1993 LP

imagination of music still being
beard somewhere on theocean floor,
Bryars set out to simulate the rais
ing of the Titanic and the sounds
one might hear. The result isone of
the most chilling, exhilarating,
thought-iH'Ovoking, and inEnitely
ambient pieces of music I've ever
heard.
The genesis of this moving,
haunting musical joumey is a lone
bell, followed by sound effects of
steel being dragged in some deep
sonic landscapes. Tbeband,mostly
comprised of a strings sextet and a
few percussionists, begins to play a
beautiful Episcopal hymn called
"Autuinn"-the same hymn the band
played as the ship went down.
This same basic hymn is the
theme that is repeated several times
with a few minor variations, which
include the WenhastCKi Boys' Choir
singing "Kyrie Eleison," various
sound effects that stretch and chal
lenge any HiPi stereo's dynamic
output range, and pieces of overdubbed interviews of Titanic survi
vors interspersed throughout the
composition. It ends almost as it
began: the soimd of a steel hulking
mass sliding back into its perma
nent place on the ocean floor, with
one last strain of strings fading away.
The Sinking of the Titanic is an
extraordinarily unique piece of
music. As an avid fan of ambient/
new age/modem classical music
since 1981, when Greek composer
Vangelis scored the Academy
Award-winning motion picture
"Chariots of Fire,"I have seen many
great modan contemporary instru
mental composers come and go
(Brian Eno, Maurice Jarre, Phillip
Glass, Ray Lynch, PatrickO' Heam,

just to name a few). But few have
c^tured the true emotions of life as
Gavin Bryars has been able to with
this composition.
Unfortunately, this type of mu
sic is too unique and too noncom
mercial to be heard in most places.
Artists who try to captureapiece of
life as it truly strikes them are ig
nored by the mainstream because
they don't use the right "formulas"
to create popular, cwnmercial mu
sic.
Today's music scene is domi
nated by "alternative" rock (most
of which is garbage) and bubble
gum hip-hop pc^ (most of which is
intellectually stimulating for a 12year-old). This leaves no room for
artists like Bryars, except maybe on
NPR (National Public Radio),
which has unfortunately been tar
geted for death by House Speaker
Newt Gingrich and his cohorts.
Although Gavin Bryars is a
musical genius and he has made
great strides to create through con
stant evolution a fitting commemo
rative piece to honor that noble band
that played into its watery grave on
themomingof A|mt115, 1912, many
people will still never hear this deliciously sumptuous ccmiposition.
This is quite sad, as it seems that the
incredible story that inspired this
piece of music will soon be forgot
ten, as will any details of the whole
Titanic tragedy.
And somewhere in the icy depths
of the North Atlantic, a band still
plays, hoping that someone else
besides Gavin Bryars will bear and
remember, anddreaming that scaneday they will not have died in vain,
as their music is rescued and resur
rected instead of being forgotten.

Wild Bill's: How the West Was Fun and Filling
and the beans have just the right
sweet and tangy flavor. The apple
pie is delicious and served hot from
Dinner shows are a dying art the oven.
Each course is accompanied by
these days, but there is still one
place where the art of the dinner arip-roaring, foot-stomping actsure
theater and a good meal is still alive toputasmileonyourface. Besides
and well. Wild Bdl's Wild West the many dance numbers, there are
also some specialty acts that are
Dinner Extravaganza.
When you enter Wild Bill's it sure to please. Trick roping, and
will be as a patron of Ms. Annie's Native American Indian hoop danc
Saloon, wheresheandherstaff take ing, as well as Latin American
pride in presenting,"How the West Gauchos, perform some amazing
Was Fun." Make no mistake. Wild feats and are some of the most
Bill's is a great deal more fun than exciting displays of skill and daring
Clint Eastwood's old spaghetti I've ever seen. If you like to leave
a place with a full stomach and a
westerns.
Enter Miss Annie's Saloon to smile. Wild Bill's is definitely for
the sound of a live band as you are you.
Be warned that Wild Bill's be
seated, and wait for the show to
begin. Theextravaganzastartswith lieves in audience participation, like
a dance number, after which Wild a square dance and "audience sher
Bill and Miss Annie introduce the iffs" (Watch out-if you volunteer
first course of buttermilk biscuits to be a sheriff, you'U have to work
and beef barley soup. During your foryourfood). Wild Bill'swill also
stay. Wild Bill's serves up a total of announce birthdays and anniversa
four courses for your dining plea ries. There's a souvenir shop if you
sure. The main course includes get the shopping bug while you
chicken and ribs, barbecued beans, wmi fOT your grub.
Wild Bill's has nightly dinner
baked potato, and com-on-the-cob.
shows
and matinees on weekends.
Dessert is a slice of good old-fash
are required for all
Reservations
ioned ^ple pie with a little french
shows-times
and prices vary.
twist (It's a la mode). The salad is
a lot more like coleslaw than salad, Group rates and AAA discounts are
and it. is .exceedingly sweet. The available. Call 1-800-883-1546 for
fri«a /'hir'irpn as {fTf.M.'v. bui sood. infoimation.

By Corlna L Borsuk
Managing EcStor
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Awash in the Luxurious Melodies of Moonwash

By Brian Lee*

Arts and Entartainment Editor

Although the already over
crowded alternative music scene is
dominated by "up and COTiing" as
well as "established" household
names (w soon to be), occasionally
a gem in the rough can be found in
the struggling grassroots club/col
lege scene.
One such gem is a 14-track little
treat entitled Luxurious, from the
Orange County, California-based
trio Moonwash. Defying musical
influences and predetermined
genres, Moonwash avoids taking
easy avenues to success and re
mains true to its own various musi
cal styles.
At a time when everyone is ei
ther trying to capture ttot perfect
"formula" for pop chart success or
trying to do just the opposite of that
"formula" in order to be ctmsidered
"cool" and "alternative," it is re
freshing to see Moonwash stick to
itso^ unique and distinctive style.
Moonwash proves that alterna
tive does not have to be loud, noisy
guitars that lack any melodic or
harmonic substance, and screech
ing, gravel-flavored vocals. Luxu
rious demonstrates Moonwash's
ability to set clear and pleasant vo
cals against steady, melodic, and
harmonic instrumentation.
The result is a style that cannot
quite be stereotyped. At times,
Moonwash resembles everything
from the Beatles, Led Zeppelin, and
Pink Floyd to Cheap Trick, Little
Feat and Tom Pettv.
Luxurious begins with the title
track, a medium bluesy rock song,
and abruptly ctmtinues with aquaint
little piano and vocal piece less

than one minute
long, entitled "An
tidote." The al
bum jumpstarts
again with theepic
"Cold," the casual
"Picture Frame,"
and the highly me
lodic "When the
Rain"~all among
the best songs on
the album.
Moonwash
successfully keeps
the mix fresh with
the rhythm and
blues influences
on songs like
"Savior Pill" and
"Silver Motown
Blues." A slightly
harder edge is no
ticeable on "Only
Life"and "Buffalo
Bill," the latter
centered around
oneofthemostincredible throbbing
bass linesl've ever
heard.

Luxurious
closes with a hid
den track, a quiet
little piece on pi
ano and what
sounds like acello,
and aptly called
"The Wind." Al
though this is
probably not the
best song on the
album, it's my fa
vorite. as it caotures afreedom and
sense of relief.
The band consists of lead singer,
guitarist and principal song writer
Shon Sullivan, drummer Bryan Bos,

and bassist Jeremv Looez. The
album was {xxxluced by David J.
Holman (of Bush and Olivia New
ton-John fame) and went back to
the basics of live recording done

many times in
Sullivan's home
or Cactus Studios
in Los Angeles.
During an exclu
sive
Coyote
Chronicle tele
phone interview
conducted on Fri
day, April 21-the
release date of the
album-the guys
in the band talked
about their music
and the impres
sion they WCTe try
ing to n^e.
"We like con
trast in everything
we do," said
Sullivan. "Music,
photography, ev
erything in life has
contrast for us.
This is why we
like variety and
the many differ
ent styles in our
music. There'sno
single genre or
style.
Even
though we're so
suburban, we
have this soultype feeling on a
couple of the
tracks from the al
bum."
Sullivan saidthat
in the future,
Moonwash hopes
to take their mu
sic to a slishtlv different extreme in
both the issues examined in their
songwriting and their musical style.
Bassist Lopez talked about his
unique style and sound as being a

"The Cure" Leaves Not a Dry Eye in the House
By Brandy Flore*
Coyote Chronicle Staff Writer

The two young boys, growing
up with non-existent father figures,
ultimately crmre together to become
best friends. Eric teaches Dexter
^ut candy, girls, and ways to tor
ture stuffed animals and action fig

Brad Renfro (The Client) and
Joseph Mazello (Jurassic Park) do
excellent jobs as Eric and Dexter,
two young boys who are about to
experience both the excitement of
life and the reality of death in one
short summer, in the movie The
Cure.
Dexter, an eleven-year-old boy,
is dealing with the side effects of
AIDS, such as fatigue, nausea, iso
lation, and the cruelties inflicted on
himbyhisccMnmunity. FcMtunaiely,
he has a very loving and down to
earth mom, played wonderfully by
Aimabella Sciwra (The Hand That
Rocks The Cradle), who keeps him
going.
Eric, who is also eleven years
old, has his own troubles. Hehiasno
friends because his peers think he is ures, while Dexter teaches Eric
a'"queer" because he lives next about love, care, and understand
door to Dexter. Unfortunately, his ing.
mother is a money-hungry-alco
The best thing about this movie
holic who pays little attention to is that the characto's are all very
him except to demand that be keep realistic and believable. For ex
a s a f e d i s t a n c e f r o m D e x t i ^ - . • • ample,^ &ic and-his peers-both use

words such as "fag" and "homo"
when they are fighting. It seemed
kind of shocking to me at first to
hear these little boys saying these
wOTds with such vulgarity. BuL
when I thought about it, I realized
that people use these words in that
context all of the time, and they're
not just little boys. The sad thing
about it is that people in the theater
were laughing when the characters
made those comments, while the
message of themovie was that these
statements were both ignorant and
wrong.
Throughout the movie the two
boys are searching for 'the ciue' for
AIDS, and at one point run away.
Surprisingly, they do find a cure, at
least for now, but you will have to
go and see the movie to find it out.
Without giving everything
away, let's just say that the movie
brings both laughter and tears, so
be prepared and bring a box of
tissues. The theater I was in was
filled with sniffles, even a few from
my date and me.

result of his playing a banjo with a
couple of buddies in a quasi
Dixieland unit in Orange County.
"The adjustment to bass wasn't
too difficult," said Lopez. "It's got
thicker suings than a banjo, but my
banjo experience really helped me
develop a unique style, rather than
just playing simple chords."
"We all play different instru
ments in our own unique ways,"
added Sullivan. "Whenever I try to
play the drums, I play them like a
guitar player. But this is part of our
contrast."
This contrast and unique experi
mentation is also part of how Luxu
rious was recorded.
"It's really live," said Sullivan.
"A personal edge. We didn't know
the best way to record until we saw
it happening. We were trying to
capture the techniques of the 1960s
combined with today's attitudes."
Moonwash's immediate goals
are to continue to lour in their "one
automobile—a van-and to keep
playing, getting gigs,,and travel
ing."
"I just like to keep laying our
music," said drummer Bos. "Play
ing, traveling, and meeting people-because people are an influencethat's what I look ftxward to do
ing."
With music this fresh and unique,
Moonwash should have no trouble
getting gigs and developing a rea
sonable cult following.
Although their May 19 concert
at CSUSB has been canceled,
Moonwash can be caught at the
Hub in FuUerton on Mav 20 and the
Haven in Pomona on May 26. Cop
ies of Luxurious,on theNightbloom
Music label, are available in some
local record stores and Tower
Records outlets in Orange County.

Join us In Cabazon as we create
unprecedented opportunities like these:

The career spotlight is
on Bose, the company
that's making its mark
in retail, expanding in
exciting new markets
throughout the country.
Just don't expect a
Bose Factory Store to
be like any you've ever
seen. You see, as a
member of the Bose
team, you'll focus on
educating our
customers, demonstrat
ing incredible product
performance in unique
and imaginative ways.
You'll provide the very
best In customer
service from the first
question to the actuai
transaction and beyond.

Assistant Store Manager

If you have the ability to capture the imagination of your audience
hrough effertive presentations, a Bachelor's degree in a related
held, and at least 2 years of retail sales experience, move vour
career to center stage with Bose. You'll help to instill a
comrnitment to excellence in customer service as you guide and
develop other members of the Bose team. Specific
responsibilities will include store operations, product
demonstrations, the delivery of exceptional customer service
and sales. Excellent communication skills and proven leadership
skills are essential.

Demonstration Specialists

Full Time/Part Time

Lights! IWusic! Action! It'sjust you. your audience, and the Bose
family of quality products. As a member of our retail team you'll
provide exc^lence in customer service, and demonstrate
incredible performance of our music systems. Retail experience
IS preferred, but the ability to present a show-stopping
demonstration is essential.
Contact the Career Planning & Placement Office to sclteduie an on campus interview, on May 19ih, or attend our
Open House May 24th from 9am-4pm, at Hilton San
Hospitality Lane. San Bernardino, CA
ph (909) 889-0133 or May 25th, from 9am-5pm,
at Courtyard by Marriott-Palm Springs, 1300 Tahnuitz
Canyon Way.
Art equal ooportunity employer.

Better sound through research.
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White Zombie takes on Metal-metamorphic Challenge
_

.

TKiJc is
ic not
¥irt» aa desperate attempt
ntt^mnr at
af
This
maintainin g the neu iral ity of therock
mainstream. It is more than likely,
Perfa^s we should start from a metamorphosis for them. With a
the beginning. Upon exiting the three year hiatus since LaSsuarislO;
decade of one-hit wonders, more Devil Music Vol. 1. which was
and more acts are surpassing the Zombie's first Geffen release, the
seedling stage long enough to grow band has had some time to ponder
roots that grab the loyalty of some their api^oach to this album. Com
fans. One such band even dares to bined with a freer, polished, and
attack the paradox of the "living more focused approach to produc
dead." This band is White Zom tion, this one is bound to have a
bie—and everything they stand for more lasting effect on White
(horror movies, strange religious Zombie's following.
Beginning with"Electric Head,
themes, etc.) creep into their latest
Geffen release, A^tmrreen:2Q0Q. P. 1" there seems to be somewhat of
Songs of I ove- Destniction and a departure from the monotonous,
Other Synthetic Delusions of the "Thunderkiss '65" cadences. How
Flertrie Head. Like the concept of ever, with a new man on the skins
the living dead, Zombie feeds the (John Tempesta, formerly of Testa
idea that heavy metal is not quite ment) this is not suiprising.
Tliere are also some catchy,
gone, butperh^s, in purgatory.
Make no mistake, however. slightly recycled guitar hooks

By Mdissa Pinion

Coyote Chronide Staff Writer

niontpii on
rwi fhi«
il.trark nackaee.
Ofcourse.tbe
Of
course, the sampling tracks
trades
planted
this 11-track
package.
While cranking "Super Charger can't be missed. The underlying
Heaven," one can almost reminisce symbolism can only be partially
of thesingle, "Black Sunshine" from understood with a collaborative
Tjt .Sexorcisto which contains the analysis of the cover and lyric-sheet
driving bass lines along with the artwork (courtesy of the highly
growling voice of Rob Zombie, imaginative or highly sick, take your
sounding as if one had woke him pick, vocalist, Rob Zombie) the
track sampling from variousclassic
from a drunken coma.
With most sophomore and jun- horror fihns, and, of course, the
ior releases, one can start to sense lyrics themselves. What seems to
the track that contains the highest be a pattern with these elements
"hit single" potential. In this case, spears to be the enigmatic "X"
the track that fits the bill here would that is drawn on the ftxehead of
probably be "More Human than four illustrations and is also men
Human," a song that opens with a tioned in the sampling. Whether
synthesized groove combined with this is related to the Manson fami
the edgy sounds of erotic moaning lies' forehead markings, one will
and perhaps lies in the outer cy never know. Perhaps this band is
clone of apparent deeply rooted mentally trapped in the sixties.
"El Phantasmo and The
Ministry influences. The eye of
this funnel lies in the aforemen Chicken Run" begins to show the
rythmical pattern of the CD and a
tioned, "Super Charger Heaven."
numbness may appear on the palate
photo by Chris Cutfaro

of the ear. Unfralunately, this was
the same problem with "La
Sexorcisto." Rob Zombie has
moved out of saying "yeah!" at the
beginning of each song, but contin
ues to limit the range of his voice.
Perhaps, the strongest point of
"Astro Creep: 2000" (next to the
larger variety of sampling) dwells
in the lyrical content. As ORwsed
to: "You can't take it with you/ But
you can get up and dance," there is,
"Intoxicate the night/ Hypnotize the
desperate slow motion light- Wash
away into the rain/ Blood Milk and
Sky."
This track, aptly called "Blood
Milk and Sky" brings the hypnotic
state a listener may fall into, to a
climax and then the real fear of it all
brings this epic to ahalt—SILENCE
(and perhaps the sound of a chair
moving, if you took that Beatles'
album seriously.)
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STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 21st
AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU
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"Clockwork Orange" is an All-time Favorite of Cult Fans
By John Birdwell

book, *'Clockwoik oranges do ntH
exist except in thevernacular of old
Londoners...! meant it to stand for
A "Clockwork Orange" is an the application of a mechanistic
unique example of a classic cult morality to a living organism ooz
film. This adaptation of Anthony ing with juice and sweetness."
Burgess' novel has been proven
Burgess explains that all men
through the test of time and critics are empowered by free will. It is
to be a truly great film.
absurd that man can exist in a world
Anthony Burgess has to bis of only good or evil. "If he (man)
credits thirty-two novels. Ibough can only pofonn good or only per
be does not consider A Clockwork form evil, then he is a clockwork
Orange to be one of bis better (sange-meaning that he has the
works, thanks to Stanley Kubric- appearance of an cx-ganism lovely
producer, director, and writer of the with color and juice but is in fact
screenplay—it is destined to be bis (Mily a clockwork toy to be wound
best-known.
up by God or the Devil or...the
Thanks to the audience of de Almighty State."
voted fans of both Rubric and Bur
"A Clockwoik Orange" is filled
gess, "A Clockwoik Orange"is not with blatant sex and violence-in
likely to be forgotten.
the vernacular of the story, ultra
Though fu^t published in 1963 violence and ultra sex—and because
and adapted to the screen in 1971, of this, is not recommended for
the theme of "A Clockwork Or audiencesof sensitive temperament
ange" is ever present in our society.
Yet this is not a "Friday the
The predominance of gang violence TTiirteenth" of gratuitous horror. In
and wanton drug use strikes home feet, though Burgess felt that exin today's home life. How society plicitness was necessary to drive
deals with these atrocities is the home his point he attempted to
subject dealt with in this produc- tone down the impact by utilizing a
ti(xi.
language buff^.
Burgess expresses in the intro
The gang members in the story
duction to the 1963 edition of his talk in a sort of gutter language
C^oro Chronicle Staff Writar

which is a Bssion of English and with drugs).
Russian references. Though this
The night proceeds with the
device may be found hard to under beating of a drunk in a storm drain,
stand at times, it adds a unique followed by a nunble with another
realism to the overall picture.
gang over who gets to do "the old
As this is not a filin fw those of in-and-out" (gang rape) with a
sensitive temperament, it isalso not malchick (girl) in a theater. Lots of
a film for those who are expecting blood and mild nudity lace these
an escrqte from intellectual pursuits. spectacles.
Puzzles and enigmas abound in the
Apparently bored with romp
A
form of com- ing on their own turf, they proceed
plex language to game in the more elite parts of
Cult of the
and social is- town. This scene becomes impor
Silver Screen
sues. Viewers tant later in the story. A contrast in
shouldn't ex hypocrisies is outliiied in thesexual
pect to under- nature of the decor of the house
> stand the film being invaded and the abhorrence
as it is being with the rape which ensues.
•
watched, but
Alex is further developed as an
rather, just to intellectual the next day when he
experience it goes to a music store to pick up a
and draw conclusions at the end of copy of Beethoven's Ninth Symthe film-or better yet, watch itsev frfiony. In one of the more memo
eral times.
rable scenes in the movie, Alex
The film begins with a series of picks up two young girls who are
scenes that outline the nature of the licking presides in the shape of
main characters: Alex (played by dildos.
British actor Malcolm MacCtowell)
Alex takes these girls home
and bis three droogs. It opens with and does the in-and-out with them
ourmain characters-druggies-who tomusicof Beethoven'sNinth Sym
are preparing for a night of ultra phony. This scene is rich in sym
violence and ultra sex with a couple bolism by showing the basic nature
of belts of meloco plus (milk laced

of man which coiiKides with the
intellect. Here, the contrast of hu
man nature to the clockwork or
ange is ferown into sharp relief, as
in so many parts of the film.
Enough with the highlights.
Past this point, the film develt^
into the conflict between Alex and
his society. Political, religious, and
social issues are confronted as Alex
is imprisoned, brain-washed, and
eventually rejected by the society
into which he was conditimed to
fit In the end, Alex gets his way,
being the protagonist, but you will
need to watch "A Clockwork Or
ange" in order to get the full impact
As a parting note, I would like
to suggest both watching this excellentfilmandreadingthebook. This
is cme of the few cases where a film
based on a book augments the en
joyment of the original literature.
If you decide to read the book,
make certain that you get the edi
tion with 21 chapters. The movie
follows an edition which was re
leased in the U.S. having the last
chapter removed. This last chapter
is necessary to the understanding of
A Clockwork Orange as intended
by the author, Anthony Burgess.
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Summer Session classes begin June 21 and most
of the Unlversit/s academic programs are offered.
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STUDENT SPECIAL
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Lady Coyotes
A dr) a n c e

THf nOYOTf CHRONICLE

to Semifinals
By Kalen Hayter
Coyote Chronide Staff Writer

HieC.S.U.S.B.Women's Soft
ball team traveled to Bakersfield
for the annual Bakersfield Classic
Softball Tournament on April 22
and 23. The Coyotes advanced to
the semi-finals befwe being sent
home, losing to the University of
Hawaii-Hilo the final score-Hilo
4,CalStaie3. Two Coyotes found
individual success by being named
to the Ail-Toumameni team; Short
stop Kim Basham, and Catcher
Candi Carton. The tournament
brings Cal State's overall record to
30-20-1.
The Coyotes (^ned the tour
nament by drubbing the Cal State
Stanislaus Warriors, 13-8. Thebats
were on fire for the Coyotes as they
unloaded for 16 hits to Stanislaus'
6. Carol Schreiner and Wendy
Hellerud cmnbined for 6 hits, and 5
runs scored. Candi Carton contrib
uted with 2 bits, 2 runs and 3 RBI.
Kelli Munoz also hit for 3 RBI.
Next up for the Coyotes were
the Aggies of U.C. Davis. Davis
turned the tables on Cal State shut
ting them out with a score of 4-0.
Kim Basham attempted to spark the
Coyotes both offensively and de
fensively by going 2-3 at the plate
and recording 2 put-outs and 5 as
sists.

The Coyotes hit a scoreless
streak and was once again shut out
by a score of 3-0, this time to the
hands of University of Hawaii-Hilo.
The Vulcansof Hilo held Cal State
to only two hits in the game.
Schreiner, a Junior left-fielder, and
Jamie Muha, a Freshman Desig
nated Hitter, recorded one hit each.
Cal Stme had enough of the
scoreless blues and decided to in
flict some sorrow upon their next
two opponents, Cal State Hayward
andCalStateDmninguezHills. The
Coyotes blanked the Pioneers of
Hayward 5-0 in a nine hit frenzy.
Carton led all batters with threehits
at four at-bats, collecting two solo
homenins. Kelli Munoz, playing
first base, led the Coyote defense
with 15 put-outs. Khn Morris, a
freshman pitcher, threw for six
strike-outs and the shutout victory
for Cal State.
Against the Toros of
Dmninguez Hills, theCoyotes mir
rored their offense against Hayward
in recording another nine hits.
Wendy Hellerud and Kim Basham

•j "Best Subs in Town"

DELMY'S

:

•

Any Regular 6" or 12" Snb I

with coupon. Not good w/any Other Offer ;

^

1357 Kendall Dr.

had two hits and one RBI each.
Kristin Magnessalso produced two
hits as the Coyotes went on to shut
out, and send home Dominguez
Hills with the fmal score of Coy
otes 2, Toros 0.
With the win against
Dominguez Hills, the Coyotes were
off to the tournament semi-finals,
where they met their demise, the
Vulcans of U.H-Hilo. Hilo again
shut out Cal State, and sent them
CHI their way, by a score of 3-0.
On April 15, Cal State played
host to U.C.R., and took a doubleheader from the CCAA Conference
rivals. The Coyotes won the first
gameby ascoreof 3-1. Freshman
pitcher, Kim Morris collected the
win for the Coyotes. In the second
game, the Coyotes rallied for eight
hits and scored twice, taking the
game2-l. JamieMuha,alsoafreshman pitcher, recwded the win. The
wins put Cal State's conference
record at 5-2-1, and in contention
for at least a pcntion of the leagues
title.

;
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Did Someone Say CASH?
By Kalen Hayter
Coyote Chronide Staff Writer

For those of you that have a
Volleyball-jones, and haven't yet
advanced to the Bud Light Tourna
ment Finals against Karch Kiraly
and Kent Steffes, (top beach vol
leyball professionals) or just to the
Pro Beach Circuit itself for your
fame and fortune, now's your op
portunity.
Well, ok, if snot really the Pro
Beach Circuit, and you probably
won't become famous, (campuswide bragging rights maybe) but as
for your fortune, lets justsay....BIG
SMACKERS!
The C!al State Women's Vol
leyball team, and a host of sponscHS
will be presenting the First Annual
Memorial Day Diggin' -For-Dollars
Grass Volleyball Tournament to be
held here, at Cal State on Monday,
May 29th.
The tournament is (^n to all
levels of play, with plenty of prize
money, yes, that's right, cash, for
all division levels. The tournament
will be broken down into three
men's divisions, (Open, A, and B)
and women's divisions.
"So how much money any
way?' The men's open champions
will cone away wito $5(X).00, and
all other division winners will also
receive cash prizes, (somewhere in
the 3-digit range).
"So far, so good, now how do
I get in this thing?' Students of

C.S.U.S.B. can obtain entry forms
from three on-campus locations: the
Student Life office, A.S.I Box
Office, and the Coyote Athletic
Department office, in HP 106.
CSUSB students will also receive
a discount of 20% off the entry fee
of $35.00. Each participant will
receive a tournament t-^irt with
paid registration.
"But, I don't play Volleyball.",
you say? If you don't plan on
playing in the actual tournament,
plan on ccxning out to enjoy a host
of other activities. Hogi Yogi will
be on site with yogurt and sand
wiches, plus there will be musical
entertainment throughout the day,
as well as contest for prizes (tourna
ment participation not required),
just to name a few.
"We're having diistournament
during the school year because we
really want active participation frcnn
Cal State Students" said Kim
Chemiss, Head Women's Volley
ball Coach and Tournament Coor
dinator.
If you're planning the overratcd-trip-to-the-river excursion
memorial day weekend, resched
ule. The opportunity to win some
cash right in your own back yard
awaits.
FCH: more information, c^ the
Coyote Women's Volleyball office
at 880-5050. Proceeds of the tour
nament go U) the C.S.U.S.B Vol
leyball Scholarship fund.
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Coyotes in the Spotlight
*im CANDI CARTON
Candi Carton has been se
lected as one of the athletes in the
"Coyote SpotlighC. Candi is a
freshman Catcher on the Cal State
Wmnen's Softball Team, and has
had a great impact on the teams
success this season.
At the Bakersfield Classic
Softball Tournament, Candi had a
batting average of .340, with 9
hits, two of them were solo
homenins. Here offensive and
defensive play grabbed the mtention of the other coaches as well,
as she was named to the AU-Tournamentteam.
For theseascHi, Candi has ac
cumulated a batting average of
.315 and leads the team in RBI
with 25.

At North Pointe;
Apartments:

*11*
Fitness Center with Racquetball Court
2 Swimming Pools, 3 Whirlpool Spas
Frost-Free Refrigerator
Fireplaces and washer/dryer available
Gated Community w/ Security Patrol

Prices from $450

909-881-3305
1265 Kendall Dr.
San Bernardino, C.4
92407
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

1 Month Free Rent*
Free Basic Cable for
Students and Faculty
(*with 1 yur 1MM on ^proved oediQ

IT'S TIME TO
RETIRE TOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.

$

Tired of coping with pay
ments? The i^^my can put
your college loan to rest in
just 3 years.
If you have a loan that's not in
d^ult, well pay off % or
$1,500, whichever is greater,
for each year of service. Total
repayment up to $55,000.
And well not only retire your
loan, well give you other ben^ts to last a lifetime. Ask
your Army Recruiter.
Call:

909-885-5664
ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.* ,
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Th6 Psissn S Picks Ar© H©r©: Minor Leaguers Make For the "Real" Game
By Mathew fHscatolla

ing for it:smallcapacity (only 3,600)
and 50 cent beverage night (every
Wednesday during the regular sea
Ya know what? Tm pretty son.) Every seat is in a great locatired of all the bull in baseball. And ticm but the reserved seats and the
if you're a fan, you probably are general admissioi benches are very
too. But there is a way out of the unconfotable. The outfield trees
black hole that is contemporary and hills do make for nice scenery
m^orleaguebaseball. You'llnever and the Spirit should be one of the
he^ of strikes, lockouts or replace- better toams in the league this year
mrat players. Tickets are inexpen so this stadium should not be missed.
sive and every seat is prime. This is You'll never see another one built
where even the true baseball fan this way again.
can see what the game was meant to
The Poison's Pick- Headdown
be. Players hustle out every ground ona Wednesday night,grabacouple
ball, thefans cheer them on and you 50 cent beers or sodas and a super
nevo- hear a whine about salaries. nacho. 'niey'reastealatonly$3. If
Ibis oasis fa- the sports fan is the you are in reserved or general ad
Cal League.
mission, also bring something to
I've been to the parks. I've cushion your tush. The stadium
eaten the dogs and munched the staff is great, and the Bug is among
nadios. I've bought the taew and the mascot elite. And the pitch:
bumped the umps. Hoe'sthepaisan TRIPLE
report, givin' the parks the goin'
Riverside Pilots
over. Butnomatterwhatlsay.fmd
Riverside Sports Complex
one near you and GO. It'11 beworth
1000 Blaine St.
iL
(909) 276-3352
San Bernardino Spirit
FindingagreatseatattheSports
Fiscalini Field
Complex is never a problem. Of
1007 E. Highland Ave.
course, when the average attendance
(909) 881-1836
hovers around 700 not much is.
Hscallni Held is the oldest What's great about this is that paikminor league stadium in the south- ing is plentiful and free, and there
em division of the Cal League. Ibe are no lines at all fcM-food or tickets.
Spirit have pushed back the open What's not so great is that it can be
ing date of a new stadium until downright silent during a game.
1996, so this will be the last season The food is, well, if nacho chips
toenjoythisclassicpaik. Thereare were gold, you could get them both
two thtogs Fiscalini really has go for about the same price here. But
Coyote Chronide Staff Writer

if you suffer from a fear of crowds,
you'll love it here.
The Poison's Pick- If this is
the only team in town and you must
see a game or else you will die, then
head on down. The barbecue area
serves burgers and chicken, but they
have no lettuce, cheese or anything
else that would be good on them.
The team itself plays excellent base
ball, however that is really the only
attraction the Pilots have to offer.
Save your cash and go to Elsinore.
And the pitch: STEEERTKE
THREE!
Rancho Cucamonga Quakes
The Epicenter
8408 Rochester Ave.
(909) 481-5000
The EpicentCT is major league.
Hie Quakes draw huge crowds of
over 6,000 to most games, have
fu-eworks to celebrate victories and
home runs, and even their own
message scoreboard. To go along
with this, the Quakes have major
leagueprices. TheEpicenter'sconcession stands charge as much for
their food as does Anaheim Sta
dium. Parking costs two dollars
and is usually a good hil^ from the
field. But the Crakes do offer a
great mascot in Tremor the
Rallysaurus and the fireworks add
to the excitement. And although it
is not the best place togo for value,
it may be one of the best minor
league stadiums in America.
The Poison's Pick- Orderyour

tickets as early as you can, as many
games sell out. Arrive eariy be
cause you might miss the first three
innings waiting to paik. And be
sure to eat abig meal before you go.
But if you have the cash, grab a
BBQuake sandwidi from the cafe
or maybe a Spicy Dog from the
sausage house and even try g
Cucamonga Cooler. The Epicenter
is the cleanest most professional
park in the Cal League and it's one
of the best in all spoils. And the
pitch: DOUBLE
High Desert Mavericks
Mavericks Stadium
12000Stadium Way, Adelanto
(619) 246-MAVS
The Mavs, owned by (jeorge
Brett, may be the home to the best
fans, food and value in the entire
league. Located in the middle of
nowhere, betto-known as Adelanto,
Mavericks Stadium is truly themost
unique location of a park you will
find. The sunsets can be teautiful
and the weather is usually warm.
All of the food items are great and
reasonably priced. Parking here is
free. However, the loyal Mav fol
lowing can make getting good seats
tough, so call early toreserve yours.
The stadium staff is nice and the
atmosphere for baseball excellent
Next to Elsinore, this is your best
bet.
The Poison's Pick- (Mcay,
there are two things you need to do
here in order to have a great time.

SLAM

the Coyotes. That, however, was as
close as they got. U.C. Riverside
answered with a <x>uple more runs
and by the end of the game the
Highl^ders stood victoriousat 195.
The Coyaes are still within
striking distance of taking first from
the Highlanders but the cbonistry
of the team seems to have been hurt
badly by Cc^ch Pamell's decision.
As most great coaches say,'*if it
isn'tbroke, don'tfixit." The team

was winning and seemed to be head
ing into the series against Riverside
withafullhead of steam. However,
the Coyotes are just fighting to hold
oito to second place.
Hopefully, Coach Pamell will
see the problems he has caused by
taking away the pitchers' ability to
call their own plays and return it to
them. Let's hope so because things
had been going so well and now the
wheels seem to have fallen off the
wagoi.

First dress for the weather. Sec
ond, bring yourt^jpetite. Hieymake
an Italiansausage with roast^ pep
pers that is phenomenal.
nachos, dogs and beverages are
excellent for the money as well.
Just head out sit back, cl^t with the
people sitting near you, relax, and
enjoy. And the pitch: HOMERITN
Lake Elsinore Storm
Lake Elsinore Diamond
500 Diamond Dr.
(909) 245-4487
This is the crown jewel of the
California League. Built in a clas
sic, early century style, the Dia
mond mixes the feel of tradition
with modem luxuries found in
places like (2amden Yards. There is
a full service restaurant from which
fans can view the game, a micro
brewery and even an eight foot tall
sea serpent named Hamlet The
Diamond features a Fenway-esque
green monster wall in right field,
celelsatory fireworks and a sixtyfoot wide scoreboard in left. The
Diamond will also host the 1995
Cal League All Star Game on June
20.

ThePiusan'sPick- This is the
pick of the year. Call today and
order tickets for the All Star game.
Then go out to Elsinore and enjoy a
great event in the best ballpark in
Chlifomia. Itdoesn'tgetanybetter
than this. And the pitch: GRAND

Coyotes Hit a Low Against C.S.U.L.A. Highianders

By CHM Malone

their first bite and he snatched it ing onto second place.
away from them. How? Why?
The doubleheader on Saturday
These are all legitimate questicms (April 22) started their slide and
So close, yet so far. The Coy and not all of them can be answered has continued through the week.
otes closed to within a half game of fairly. Coach Pamell started to call The Coyotes' lost to C.S.U. Los
first place U.C. Riverside on Satur all of the pitches and basically un Angeles twice but didn't seemed
day April 22. Riding a four game dermined what little confidence the waned going into their four game
win streak into Saturday's double pitchers had gained through the four series against U.C. Riverside. The
headeragainstC.S.U. Los .Angeles, game win streak. This act of non- Coyotes had won three of the five
the Oyotesseemed poised to snatch tmst then seemed to seep through games against C.S.U. Los Angeles
first place from the Highlanders. the team like a bad vims and hurt and were confident they could take
This, however, was not how things the pitchers,then the fielders and at least three out of four from the
transpired.
then the hitters. Granted the pitch Highlanders. It was evident during
TheCoyotes seemed to change ing this year hass been poor at best the game that the Coyotes were a
their game plan from attacking to but the Coyotes were finding ways little uneasy with the play calling of
idaying defensively. Somethinghad to win. The pitching gradually Coach Pamell. The Coyote pitch
chimged the chemistry of the base improved and the pitchers seemed ers seemed afraid to shake off
ball team and it no long^ looked to be understanding what needed to pitches and seemed worried they
lite the Coyotes were in charge of be done in order to win. The ball would be pulled if they shook off
their ship.
was "peeping" into the glove and too many. The Coyotes seemed to
The Coyotes lost control of there seemed to be a little glint of shmg their shoulders and moved
their ship—the fault of the skipper, firstplaceintheireyes. Thiswasall onto the next game at hand, U.C.
Don Pamell. He saw the Coyotes taken away by Coach Pamell and Riverside.
sniffmg first place ready to take now the Coyotes are barely clingThe Coyotes' pitching staff
never seemed in control and it
showed as they ga lit up for a
Come and visit the
monsterous ninteen mns. Every
thing theCoyotes'threw at the High
landers seemed to have little a no
effect At one point in the game the
Highlanders led 8-3 and the CoySpecializing in family, criminal,
Oes
seemed destined fa defeat.
personal injury, landlord/tenant,
The Coyaes gnawed their way back
and other fields of law!
into the game through a couple er
rors by the Highlandersanda timely
CaU Its at 880-5936!
homer by Ed Hernandez.The game
We are located in the ASI Stiiiet In the Student Union!
stood at 8-5 and tboe seemed to be
V
We are here to help youll!
new life in the badly hurt carcass of
^—
•' -*•'
1
..
Coyote Chrorvde Staff Writer

r

College
Legal Clinic

Coyotes in the Spotlight
^

# JASON LLORENS M

Jason Lloens is the second
athlete in this issue's "'Coyote
Spotlight". Jason is the Second
b^man fa the Coyoe Baseball
Team, and is consistently putting
up the offensive numbers to be an
asset to the team.
Last week, Jason had twohits
against U.C.R.. two RBI's, and
one Double (which puts him in a
tie for the lead on the team with 12
doubles). He then added three
more hits tohis week's total, play
ing against Cal State Los Angeles.
For the week, Jason hit .500, and
leads the team fa the season with
an average of .390.

^
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Gay PRIDE month comes to CSUSB

Advertising Manager
Welcome back! Fdiike to thank
everyone who sent in letters, title
suggestions, and their sun>ort. I
encourage everyone reading this

column to write to us and let us
know what you think. Send in your
opinions and thoughts, whether
positive or neg^ve. The column
can best be improved through feed
back from the readers.
When you think about it, that
^lies to tte entire newspaper. This
newsp£^r is for you and about
you, the students and faculty. I
invite you to read the paper from
cover to cover, aix) send die editor
your ideas and c^inions.

Well, let's get back to the sub
ject at hand. PRIDE month is fast
af^iroaching. WbatisPRII>£month
you ask? It's a huge celebration
that spans over a two month period
and is a declaration of pride for the
gay ctxnmunity and their friends
and families.
Even though its usually called
PRIDE month it generally l^ts any
where frxxn one day to two and a
half months depen^ng on where
you are.

UC Riverside just completed a
two week celebration which fea
tured guest speakers, a comedy
show, a social mixer, and the film
screening of "Massillon" which
details gay life, and a talk with the
filmmaker afterwards.
Gay Night at SeaWorld will be
May 6. This is not a religion ori
ent^ event, but is being sponsored
by Metropolitan Community
Church of San Diego. Good for
them. This is a great message to

send through the Gay community.
There are lots of special places
where you can go for support, and
there are churches out there that
wel(X)me gays or are even gay ori
ented having clergy who are openly
gay. Call your local Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual Centw for more informa
tion about churches, support groups,
workshops, etc.
Here on our campus the
Women's Resource Center is spon
soring a PRIDE coffee house on
Wednesday, May 31, at 7 p.m. di
rectly after the GLB meeting at 6
p.m. (For the rest of the quarter the
regular Wednesday night GLB
meetings will be held at the
WR&ARC.) They are also having
signupsforperfonnance. CallMimi
at x7203 fo" more information or
the contact person fw the GLB.
The GLB Union will be doing
something to celebrate Gay Pride.
If you have any ideas to contribute,
please send them to me at U-Hall
201.09, and I will fwward them to
the GLB, or you may choose to go
to a GLB meeting and present your
ideas in person.
While I'm on the subject of the
GLB, I want to once again remind
everyone that this is a very valuable
resource here on campus. It's dis
creet, friendly, supportive, and they
have really great people who care
and are ready to listen or talk.
Please show your sui:^)ort ior
the gay community. Call any of the
GLB CentCTs to find out what's
going on in your area. You may
also call the other colleges and uni
versities to get information about
events their GLB Unions may be
ixesenting.
As for local happenings, the
GLB Union is hosting an openhouse on Tuesday, May 9 from 1-2
p.m. in the Women's Resource
Center.

London

$259

Whichever direction you decide to
HOO Cash Back or when you buy or lease a new 1994,1995
or 1996 Ford or Mercury car, minivan or
take, we can help you get there in style,
a Special A.RR!
light truck. So graduate to a great deal.
with a brand new Ford or Mercury.
See
your
Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer or
If you're a graduating senior, or a graduate student,
call
1-800-321-1536
for details.
Cash
Back
or
a
Special
A.P.Rr
you can get $400 C

FORD

LINCOLN

Mercury

Frankfurt $259*
Amsterdam $279'
$319'
Paris
$365*
Madrid
$409'
Prague
$415
Athens
* F«esare each way from Los Afigdes based onioundlhp
Fxrchase. Resmctkris
ani tares are not included.
Call for other wofldwide destinations.

Council ITavd

530 Bush Street, Dcpt.800, Suite 700
San Francisco, CA 94108

1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)

Call for EURAILPASSES
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What's Up with the BIG DAY Anyway?
By Darran Polino

Coyote Chronicle Staff Writer

In September of 1994 I made
cme of tbe most important decisions
of my life. I asked my girlfriend to
marry me. Why not? We loved
each other and we felt very strongly
about committing ourselves for the
rest of our lives to being a married
couple. I thought there really wasn't
mu^ else to it. All we had to do
was prepare the wedding, a large
task butnothing too difficult f(X^the
two of us to handle. Hie beginning
of the journey uncovered several
things th^ lead me to the conclu
sion that society demands men and
wcanen are equal, except when it
comes to tbe wedding.

This notion almost certainly
stems from the Itxig standing tradi
tion that the bride's family pays for
the wedding. I wanted an outdoor
wedding, she wanted it in a church,
so it is easy to speculate wh^ the
wedding is going to be held. In the
church of course! But in all fair
ness, my future bride has been very
receptive to my ideas and has com
promised to a certain extent. I got
to choose my tuxedo. Now consid
ering that there are many more de
cisions to be made about the wed
ding, it is easy to see how much
inequality there really is.
However, this situation is not
helped any by society. Inthei»'ocess of looking through bridal
magazines, I noticed the absence
of any groom magazines. Thebiggest emphasis of any wedding is
the bride and her dress, and it seems
that the groom is totally lost in it
all. Ihe bridal magazinesdid have

WorkAbilitylV: it's Here!
By Kathryn Paget

fecial to The Coyote Chronicle

Many studentsare not awareof
the WoricAbility IV program here
on campus. WorkAbility IV is an
interagency program between the
California DepartmentofRehabilitation and CSUSB. The project
serves students with a range of
disabilities and aims to assist them
in the transition from education to
employment.
To facilitate this:
•Students are offered access to
and personal training in the use of
ad^tive technologies designed to
compensate for their specific dis
ability in a work environment.
•Students are offered assistance
in gaining work experience during
their academic career in the form
of internships and volunteer job
placement.
•Students are provitted with
training and assistance in the job
search process.
•Students gain an understand
ing of the Americans with Dis
abilities Act, an awareness of their
rights and an enhanced self-esteon.
In addition to career counsel

ing, WAIV offCTS three specific
classes designed to assist the
student's transition from an educaticHial environment to a working
(xie:
•Disability and Personal Adjust
ment-offered every Fall Quarter
•Computer Technology-of
fered every Winter Quarter
•Career Exploratitxj-offeiedevery Spring Quarter
WoricAbility IV will be hosting
an open house informaticm session
on Friday, May 12, 1995 from
12:30-2:30 pjn. in the Sycamore
Room,LowCTC(Mnmons. Theevent
is open to anyone interested in find
ing out more about the program
either for themselves or a friend.
Past and current students in
volved in theprogram as well as the
staff of WoricAbility IV will be
talking about theservices available
as well as sharing their personal
experiences. A demonstration of
some of the latest ad^)tive technol
ogy will also be available.
Refreshments will be served,
and it would be ^reciated if any
one interested in attending could
contact Kathryn Paget or Glenda
Gordon atx7207.

Feminist Day School to be Offered
sions will be {nesented on welfare
reform, affirmative action, repro
The Inland branch of Solidarity ductive rights, and gay and lesbian
(a socialist-feminist organization) rights.
These panel discussions are in
will present a feminist day school
(xiMay 13thatCSUSB. TTieevent tended to stimulate thought and dis
will run from 10:00 ajn. until 4:00 cussion about the current attacks on
p.m. and will take place in Univer wc»nen and minorities and what
sity Hall 257. The day school is can be done to fight back against
them.
fr^ and open to the public.
Further information on tbe day
The May 13th day school will
be ccxnpos^ of four panel discus school is available from Tom
sions focusing on current issues and Meisenheldo' (x5545 or 338-2827)
events of specialconcern towomen or E>arrel Moellendorf (338-6218).
in the UmtedSiatfes. Phoel'dHchs^
From Mows Servieo

a few ideas, but the key word there
is few. I was beginning to get the
im]x^ssion that I really didn't need
a tuxedo. I could just show up to
the wedding buck naked and no
one would really notice. I was
fortunate eiK)ugh to find a book
that was supposed to be a grocnn's
guide to getting married.
Ihe book did contain some
helpful hints about my responsi
bilities when it came to the wed
ding plans. It also had a small
section dealing with religion. This
section basically said to keep my
moth shut and any religious feel
ings that I had wouldprobably com
plicate matters more than they al
ready were. Whether in serious
ness or in jest, these comments
seemed tofurther establish the role
of the groom in today's society.

But, this is a role that1am perfectly
willing to assume, not b^use of
the seemingly unimportance of it,
but because of my love for my
fiancee'.
Simply because tbe gitxxn has
a very limited say in the wedding
ix^paration, does not mean that the
bride is more important. Oie thing
to remember in preparing the wed
ding is that this only lasts for a
sbCHt period of time, and the most
important thing is the relationship
between you and your lover. All of
the ceremony and traditions that
are a part of the wedding mean
nothing compared the love shared
by the bride and the groom.
Tbe dress, the tuxedos, the
flowers, the announcements, and
the location mean nothing in the
end. Marriageisabond that should

last forever, the wedding lasts only
meday. Withthisinmind, wouldn't
it be better to sacrifice one day
foryour bride and concentrate gn
making the rest of your lives to
gether the hairiest t^y can be?
Hie process of getting married
has educated me on the different
relationships between men and
wtxnen. While men and women are
equal, it does not mean that certain
courtesies should not be extended
to women by men. Ibis goes be
yond qiening a door for a woman.
Whether men like it or not, the wed
ding does belong to tbe bride, un
less of course the groom is the one
paying for the wedding, but even
then, it would be a great show of
love to allow tbe bride tt> have her
wedding day.

SEKURL HRRRSSMENT PREUENTION WEEK

MRV 4 - 1 1 , 1 9 9 5

The following Is a list of events sponsored by the CSUSB Sexual Harass
ment Committee, the Women's Resource Center, CSUSB Human Re
sources Department, and the Psychological Counseling Center.

May l-12^ Tailhook Exhibit @ The Women's Resound Center
May 4® Survey Results of CSUSB College Students'
Reports on Sexual Harassment uHtk janet Kottke, pkb.,Associate
Professor of Psychology. 12-1 p.m. @ The Women's Resource Center

May 8® Presentation of the Adolescent's Beliefs Toward
Causes of Rape imth Gloria Cowan, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology. 12-1 p.m.
@ The Women's Resource Center

May 9* Issues on Sexual Harassment xvith Bev Zimmerman,
Community Educator!Counselor, San Bernardino County Sexual Assault Services. 1011 a.m. @ Student Union Events Center A

AND* Sexual Harassment Oscar Award Winners: video

Presentations of "Sexual Harassment- Building Awareness on Campus" (Best
Short Subject) 11:30-11:45 a.m. @Student Union Events Center A) & "Intent vs.
Impact" (Best Drama) 11:50 a,m.-12:20 p.m. ® Student Union Events Center A

May 10* Sexual Assault Investigations with Lieutenant Kins
man, San Bernardino Police Dept. 1-2 p.m. ^Student Union Events Center B & C

AND* "Self Defense: ^Awareness Measures *Evasive Tac

tics ^Physical Contact Strategies *Rape *Options of Final
Report" with Spanline Dixon, speaker!trainer from COPS (Citizen Organization
for Personal Safety) 4-5;30 p.m. @ Student Union Events Center C)

May 11• Legal Aspects of Sexual Harassment with Uoyd
Peake, J.D., Assistant Professor of Management. 12-1 p.m. @ Student Union Events
Center B & C

For More Information, Contact any of the sponsors
listed above

7MggQyQrgrwp..MiCif

CAMPUS

FREE 16 OZ. FRUITOPIA AT
Continued from page 2
Associates. CAREER, 2:30 p.m. 3:30p.m Free to students andCSUSB
Alumni Assn. members.
SELF-DEFENSE LECTURE: Pre
sented by COPS' Spanline Dixon.
SUEC-C, 4 p.m. - 5: 30p.m Free.
SELF-DEFENSE TRAINING:
Pepper/Mace Spray. Presented by
COPS. Training and certification,
$18. SUEC-C, 4 p.m. - 5: 30 p.m
Class space limited. Call WR&ARC
(909) 880 7203 for reservation.
Sexual Harrassment Comniittees^s
Assault Investigation with Lt Kins
man, San Bernardino Police Dept.
SUEC-B&C, 1p.m.-2 p.m

FEMINIST DAY SCHOOL. Top
ics include: welfare reform repro
ductive rights, affirmative action, and
Gay/Lesbian/Bisexuai rights. UH'
'251, 10 a.m - 4 p.m.

Mondav,Ma\ LS
FACULTY RECITALxCSUSB

Faculty Brass Quintet. RECfT,8:15

p.m $6 General Admission, $4 Stu
dents/Seniors.
IS EVERYTHING BLACK &
WHITE?:Topic:"Are 'Rape Of

fenders' Sentences Too Lenient?"
MCC, 1 p.m

Thursddy^ M^y 11

CHICANO ART PRESENTA
TION with Professor Moran. MCC,
5 p.m

MUSIC RECITALzRiverside Com
munity College Guitar Ensemble.
RECFT, 12 Noon. Free.

STUDENT ART EXHIBIT. Spon
sored by the Multicultural Center.
SUEC-B, 11 a.m -1 p.m.

LATINO BUSINESS STUDENTS
ASSOC. Regular meeting. SEN, 5
p.m

Tuesday, May 16

LECTURE-Sexual Harrassment:
the legal aspects and liability by
LloydPeak. SUEC-BSlC, 12Noon.
MULTICULTURAL GUEST
SPEAKER:yuaffDefgndo. MCC,1
p.m.
CofTeeHouse XH: "The Stars and
You." COURT, 8 p.m -11 p.m

Noon.
WORKSHOPtAsser/ive Training
with Martha Kaslow,Psychological
Counseling Center, CSUSB. CA
REER, 1 p.m - 2 p.m Free to stu
dents and CSUSB Alumni Assn.
members.

WORKSHOP:#^^ to Research
Your Way Into a Job, PART I with

Friday, May 12
Ootbesline Project T-shirt mak
ing workshop. WR&ARC, 4 p.m.
WorkAbility
IV
OPEN
HOUSE:'*Spring Fling."Project as
sists disabled students in transition
from college to working life. SYC,
12:30 p.m.

Saturda\.

The
BeuatifuU" A progress Report on
Race Relations in the U.S. MCC, 12

TALK SOUP:"AmenVa

).»

ACCOUNTING
ASSN.
SPEAKER:Jay Rooney. Ja-2S8.4
p.m
BASEBALL:CSUSB v. CAL
POLY POMONA. FISC, 12 Noon.
MUSIC RECITAL-. Erin Aase, so
prano & David Gregg, clarinet.
RECIT, 7:30 p.m Free.

David Cates, Vice President, Right
Associates. CAREER, 2:30 p.m 3:30 p.m. Free to students aixlCSUSB
Alumni Assn. members.

Wednesd.n. \1.i\ 1/

V/ORKSHOP-.ChaUenges of Man
aging a Small Business withracholas Guia, Chairman, Service Corps
of Retired Executives (S.C.O.R.E.)
CAREER, 10 a.m -11:30 a.m Free
to students andCSUSB Alumni Assn.
members.
WORKSHOP;How to Research
Your Way Intoa Job, PART 11 with
David Cates, Vice President, Right
Associates. CAREER, 2:30 p.m. 3:30p.m free to students andCSUSB
Alumni Assn. members.

$1.00 off any sondv^ich
with the purchase of o large drink
4594 University Parkway, Suite A • San Bernardino

(909)887-7812
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Now that you're going to
graduate school, how
do you plan to pay for it?
Ask uSi
For Graduate Students
(pursuing all types of advanced
degrees such as law, engineering,
nursing, ete.) TheCiti-

Graduate Loan Program
offers Federal Stafford Loans
and our exclusive GradAssist Loan.

OVER $6 BILLION - of
unclaimed scholarship and
grant money available. Are
you getting your share??? For
details and a FREE
information package, contact
College Funding at: (909) 9807180.
STUDENTS - Over 120
American Manufacturers need
you to assemble products at
home. Circuit boards, jewelry,
holiday decorations, etc. Earn
$280 to $652 weekly. Part
time/full time. Experience
unnecessary/will train. You're
paid weekly. Call 1 (602)
680-7444 ext. lOOlC.

And, all of the Citibank Grad

No matter what
you study or where you cur
rently bank, you can count

uate Loan Programs offer:
• easy repayment,

on Citibank, the nation's

• low interest rates,

number one originator of

• no application fees,

student loans, to help finance
your education.

• an easy application process,
• fest approvals,

For Medical Students

HOW'S YOUR JOB
SEARCH GOING? Career/
Net software delivers your
resume to the human resources
manager at 10,000 companies
nationwide for 1 cent apiece.
Now available through Coyote
Bookstore.

• and one toU-fi^ number

(pursuing allopathic and

to call for answers to all

osteopathic medicine) The

CitiMedical Loan Program

your questions.
For more information

offers Federal Stafford
Loans and our exclusive

and an application for a

MedicalAssist Loan.

Citibank Graduate Loan,
call 1-800-G92-8200,

FAST FUNDRAISER - Raise
$500 in 5 days-Greeks,
Groups, Clubs, Motivated
Individuals. Fast, Easy - No
Financial Obligation. (800)
775-3851 EXT. 33

MAYS 199S

TRAVEL ABROAD AND
WORK - Make up to $2,000$4,0(X>+/mo. Teaching basic
conversational English in
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea.
No teaching background or
Asian languages required For
more information, call: (206)
632-1146 ext.J59851
SPEEDY RESEARCH Reports: $6.(X) per page. Over
50,000 topics & clippings.
Materials for research
assistance use only! 6546
Hollywood Blvd. 2nd Hoor,
Rm. 209, Los Angeles, CA
90028. Hours: Mon-Fri 10:30
am-6pm, Saturdays, 11am4pm Custom Research
available. Visa/MC/Amex/
Fax. Call Today! 1-800-3569001.

4 SALE - 2 Bed, 2 Ba. Condo.
Near Cal-State, New Carpet,
drapes, etc. Refirig. Includ.
$49,900.00 (909) 794-5549.

MACINTOSH COMPUTER
& PRINTER - Complete
system only $499. Call Chris
at 880-5685.

and ask for Operator 256.

CmBANCCf
Yes! I want more information
and an application for the following
Citibank Graduate Loans:
G Ail Federal Stafford Loans
G CItibanIr MedicalAssist Loan
(for students of allopathic and
osteopathic medicine)

G CHilMnk MBAAssist Loan
(for business students)

G CitltMink QradAssist Loan
(for graduate students)

Name of Student,
Address

-Apt..

City_
State.
Telephone
Student's Social Security *
{For better service, be fure to fiU in the Soda! Seairity Number ttbcve.)

Student is currently in

G College

Year of Graduation

O Graduate School

Field of Study

Name of College/Graduate School
Mail this coupon to:

Citibank Student Loans
P.O. Box 22948
Rochester, NY 14692-2948
Cicibank (New York Slate)
255

I ABB'

Bla - ••'''JMS'''jiM'

Are you a previous student loan borrower?

Or for faster service,
call 1•600^2-8200,
and ask for
Operator 256.

D Ycs

D

No

CmBANCO

Attention Graduates!
Beat ttie cx>mpetrtion! Prepare
wursetf now for the upooming
job search. "Interviews the
Winning Way" tackles all of
the tough topics including
salary negotiation. The
"Interview Organizer" is a
take -along reference guide you
won't want to be without.
Order your complete and
concise Interview manuals
now. "The Winning Way"
just $12.95..."Interview
Organizer" just $7.95...or
both for $16.95. Please
add $3.00 for shipping and
handling.

Da-Mar Entarprisea
4521 Winnatka Ava. N. #108
IHnnaapolia, MN 55426

iLma.iral'^del'^T.StonOHersEvents, Supper.

Model UN "Distinguished"

•y Jtm Chaffin

Bw
By u.th^
Mathew Pi»cat«lla
Coyote Chronicle Staff Writer

Schwartz. The exceptional show
showing was the result of months of
research and preparation that truly
TheCSUSB Model United Na paid off for the team.
tions Team earned 'THstinguished
1995 CSUSB Model U>I. team
Delegaticm"honors during ceremo members were: David Jelin, Chris
nies last week in New York. The DeJong, Linda Cornwall, Jennifer
team, which represented Belgium, Hsu, Tonia Baca, Gregg Barnes,
finished among the t(^ ten in the Paul Coachbuilder, KeithDavidson,
over 200 school field, ahead of all Sherylynn Fiandaca, (jabe Frank,
Chlhy
but one
UIK; California University.
\_auij Holt,
iiuii, Jamie
jouuv *Harper,
»aipw«, Claudia
Along with making the CSUSB Mairoguin, Le(mardMwatbi, Janice
team recognized as among the Obnillas, Norma Rogers, Carlos
nation's elite, team members were Scalisi, B eth Simpkins, Kofi Tawiah
able to visit the United Nations com and Ben Washington. This year's
plex in New York, see the Statue of team was again advised by Dr.
Liberty and even play in FAO Ihiilip Taylor.

Coyot0 Chronicle Staff Writer
Listen carefully and perh^s
you*D bear the howls of coyotes
from every part of the university
campus.
"That test is today?"
"Is it really true, Tve got to get
ameasles shot to regester next quarlerT'
"They have no record of my
grant money. How am I going to
pay ft* my campus housing?"
Whatever there is to howl about,
one can do it from atop a solid
foundation as amonber of a frater
nity, sonority, club, society or as
sociation here cm campus.
Unfortunately, the howls com
ing from international students are
(tf a diffemet nature.
A club that may smooth the
twists and turns of intematicmalstu
dents is, what else, but "The
Intematonal StudentsAssociation!"
According to Aituro R. Zavala,
I.S.A. president, the purpose of the
International Students Association
is to further the academic and social
goals of CSUSB's International
popul^on.
Zavala says, "Come and join
our club. It will be a rewarding
expmence. Y ou' U meetpeople (fel
low students) from all over the world
and build life long friends."
In addition students in the asso
ciation strengthen the relationships
between the international commu
nity and the rest of the studentpopulation at this college.
The coming events sponsored
by the International Students Asso
ciation include the 9th International
Night on May 5. It will be,' an

Economist, CEO Join Advisory Board
From News Sarivoaa

Adrian R. Sanchez, vice presi
dent and regional economist forPirst
Interstate Bancorp in Los Angeles,
and Darrol N. Groven, president
and chief executive officer for
Kasler Corporation, are being ap
pointed to University Advisory
Board by Cal State, SanBernardino
President Anthony H. Evans.
Sanchez, a1979 graduate of the
university, has been banking since
1984, when he joined Security Pa
cific National Bank as a regional
economist. He has been with Fu-st
Interstate since 1992, working pri
marily on econcMnic analyses for
California and Texas.
Currently he is the president of
the Los Angeles Chapter of the Na
Mum R. Zavala, president of the International Students Association
tional Association of Business
evening of cultural dances and an For more infcMmation, call the ASI Economists for 1994-95. He holds
exquisite international buffet!' The Box Office, or buy your tickets at amaster's degree in economics frcxn
event will be held in the Recital the door.
the University or iNOtre Dame.
Hall in the Creative Arts Bldg.
Groven, prior to being named
Tickets start at $10.(X), with the ,
1 to bis current post, hadbeen serving
perf«mancesbegi™i„ga.5:30p^.
1 as interim president of KaslerCorp.
, Lifel Bring your family and friands and , sinceMay 1994. He also has served
Ijoin KOLA radk> at the lovaly CSUSB ' as executive vice president and chief
Icampus. Thara will ba prizas, rafraah-) qierating officer. His career in the
•mants, and much, much, more! This all •
amstniction and engineering fields
lhappans Saturday,
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ronmental remediation projects.
Prior to joining Kasler,(jroven was
president of Washington Contrac
tors Group, Inc., in Missoula, Mon
tana. Before entering the construc
tion industry he held various engi
neering posts in the U.S. Fewest
Service and the Montana Depart
ment of Transportation.
Both University Advisory
Board appointments are for fouryear terms, during which time mem
bers provide counsel to Cal Stale
officials regarding ^wth and de
velopment of the university.
An outreach program
geared for women called
Women's Home League is
one of the largest organiza
tions for women in the
world and has been in
existence for over 100 years.
Its purpose is to provide
fellowship, service, educa
tion, and worship programs
for women age 16 and older.
The group meets at 9 a.m.
Thursdays at The Salvation
Army in San Bernardino, 746
W. Fifth St. and at 9 a.m.
Wednesdays at the Salvition
Army in Redlands, 838 Alta
St. For more information,
call Captain Bads at (909)
888-1336 or Major Cecil
^ Brown at (909) ^2-6868.^

ATTENTION WEIGHT WATCHERS

We're casting for another take
of "Weight Watchers AtWork"and
we're looking for people who are
interested in learning how to de
velop new eating habits that will
help you lose and maintain your
weight.
The reviews are in. The current
"At Woik"cast of 22 monbers has
lost over 195 pounds in 10 weeks.
We want tocontinue our successful
run hereon campus, so we are look
ing for at least 16 people to sign up
for another 10-w^ session.
Meetings will be on Thursdays
atl2:00noon. (Ifyou'reinterested
in joining Weight Watchers but our
on-campus meetings don't fit your
schedule, you can join through our
on-campus group, which will save
you money, but attend any Weight

Watcher meeting off-campus.)
If you're interested in losing
weight and getting in shape for
spring, join us in the "At Work"
program.
For more infonnation, contact
Karen at extension 3018 or e-mail
to kgray.

Native American Student Asso
ciation and ASI will be sponsoring
The thirdannual Sweet Clrass Galhering from 1 p.m. to midnight May
20 CHI the Pfau Library lawn.
The traditional pow-wow will
feature singing, drWs, and dancCTS, Indian food, raffles, arts and
crafts, and several vendors. TTie
event is free.
For more information, call
^(9090877-4622or(909)88Q-5188^
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Career Fair Offers Opportunities for Students' Future C'",
I

By Victoria Baeedin
Copy Editor

TTie Career Opportunities Fair
in Uie Student Union Events Center
was niled with employers and pro
spective employees from lOajn. to
2p jn., Aixil 19, as the search for an
t4>plication of a degree continued.
The fair, sponscxed by the Ca
reer Development Center ^ Cal
State, included about sixty booths
of employers who answered stu
dents* questions. Career infonnati(X) from banking to sales to the
military to social services was dis
tributed frtxn San Bernardino, Riv^ide, and Los Angeles counties.

•

Sevonl offices on CSUSB's
campus, the Anny ROTC, AirForce
ROTC, Graduate Studies, Human
Resources, School of Behavioral
Sciences, School Information,
WoikAbility IV Program, and the
Career Develoimient Center were
there. Useful infonnation on cho
sen majors and the California PreDoctoral Program, which is de
signed to increase the number of
CSU minority students, disabled
students, and underrepresented
wcanen enrolled in doaoral pro
grams, were also handed out.
About half of the students
jxesent were dressed in business
suits and strutted powerfully across

the carpet, carrying briefcases, hop
ing to obtain an interview that day.
Others shuffled around the booths,
clutching a complimentary GTE
plastic bag stuffed with brochures.
After students left the f^, they
were asked to complete an evalua
tion form to update the CareCT De
velopment Center on what the stu
dents would like to see at the Fair
next year and what they were inter
ested in this year.
Junior Daniel Bridges, a phi
losophy major, with a concentra
tion in Eastern philosophy said be
thought thefair "was more f(x busi
ness majors and economics majors.
I don't wear a tie, so I guess I can't

learn much here." Bridges was plan
ning to attend graduate school at
the University of Hawaii, but failed
to see a representative from there.
"Every business that was at the
fair was one I have already contacted,"saidJeanShulte, cofounder
of AlphaOmega K^pa, a new fra
ternity on campus.
Internships and part-time jobs
were also offered to students
through networking.
More on and off-campus job
c^pcxtunities may be obtained from
the Career Development Center in
UH 329, from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Monday through Thursday a^ 8
am. to 4 pm. Friday.

PAeigQl

>

- Pr»gnant women or women wilh
cbikimn who have a drug or
atoohol problem may seek help on
a 8lidlr>g scale with the Perinatal
Substance Abuse Treatment
Programs located in Chino,
Fontana, San Bernardino, and
Victorville.
The program provides women
with toe knowledge ar>d skills to
promote lor>g-term recovery and
reduces alcohol and drug use
during pregnancy, which may
reduce the number of babies bom
addicted to and exposed to drugs.
For more intormation, call Pha
Patrick, Perinatal Outreach
Coordinator at (909) 590-5355,
(600) 968-2636, or (800) YOUAND-ME.
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California's Higher Education System: A State of Emergency?
From News Services
Courtesy of the California Higher
Education Policy Center

The state of California should
declare a "state of emergency of
ind^inite duration" to deal with the
crisis facing higho* education, ac
cording to a r^KHt released today
by The Califomia Higher Educa
tion Policy Center.
David Breneman,a professor at
Harvard Graduate School of Edu
cation and author of thereport, says
that such a statement "would pro
vide official recognition of areality
that many understand but that few
have expressed"-that California's
public collegesand universities are
in smous Bhancial trouble and are
ill-prepared to meet the expected
enrollment surge of the next de
cade.
Breneman urges that a blue rib
bon commission be established to
assist Califomia, and the leaders of
the state's colleges and universi
ties, with the task of planning the
future during thestate of ^ergency.
By including educational leaders
and faculty members, trustees and

other public citizens, as well as
business and foundation leaders,
the commission would call on "civic
virtue, rendering those who would
resist it self-indulgent and short
sighted," the repcxt says.
In addition, Breneman proposes
several measures "that would ex
pand undergraduate access to higher
education," including cutbacks in
graduate programs at both the Uni
versity of California and the Cali
fomia State University; granting
enrollment {xiority in aU three pub
lic systems to shidents between the
ages of 17 and 24; and making it
possible for more students to attend
private colleges and universities by
increasing state fmancial aid grants
to students who elect to attend these
institutions.
He reccmunends thatCalifomia
colleges and universities exclude
all out-of-stateundergraduates, and
that admission be suspended for
Ph.D. programs in arts and sciences
at five UC campuses and master's
{xograms in arts and sciences at all
20 Cal State campuses.
Breneman, who received his
Ph.D. in economics from the Uni-
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versity of Califomia at Berkeley in
1970, has been monitoring events
in Califomia since then and has
visited the state frequently during
the two years he wrote his repcxt
He cites California's higher educa
tion system as being regarded as a
model for other countries and na
tions.
"It is with great considerable
sadness,then, that I and other observers have watched that great sys
tem topple from its pedestal, as
hard economic times have undercut
both the quality and equality of the
system," Brenonan writes.
Although much of the decline
has been caused by state budget
cuts, brought on by California's
wcxst recession in 60 years, the
repcxt says, Breneman also is oitical of the state's political and higher
education leaders, who have "re
acted to the events of the last five
years defensively and protectively"
but without imagination.
He warns that this cautious ap
proach will be inadequate to d^
with California's future problems-an expected increase in public
higher education eiuollment of 50%
in the next 12 years and increas-
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ingly bleak financial prospects, as
expenditures for health, welfareand
the prison system eat into discretitmary funds fonno-ly earmaiked
for the University of California,
Califomia State University and the
community colleges.
Breneman cites past examples
which reduced both quality and
equality of the system-the "golden
handsh^es" that induced almost
2,000 University of Califomia pro
fessors to take early retirement; an
enrollment decline of 187,000 stu
dents in the last three years; a short
age of classes; and a deliberate
"downsizing policy" at Califomia
State University.
The small increases in higher
education spending that Govr.nor
Wilson has proposed for 199J-96
will not help very much, Breneman
said after the governor released his
budget recommendations.
"As a short-term response, this
is clearly better than continued bud
get cuts," he said, "but it does not
address the long-term eiux)liment
and financial problems facing
higher education in the state."
In the meantime, Breneman
urges educators to adopt a "myriad
of small changes, none of which
makes a huge difference by itself
but which collectively could go a
long way toward meeting the en
rollment demand."
These include:
•Allow portability of Califomia stu
dent aid to enable all students who
wish to enroll out of state to do so;
•Ensure full capacity usage of the
73 independent colleges and uni
versities;
•Refocus community colleges on
their original function of preparing
students for vocations or to transfer
to four-year schools;
•Link state financial support for in
stitutions to undergraduate enroll
ment levels;
-Maximize possible financial sup
port from non-st^e sources;
•Allow students to shorten the typi
cal undergraduate experience
through a three-year bacltelor's de
gree, skii^ing tte final yearofhigh
school, a^ other ^proaches;
•Explore intemal incentives that

eiteourage mcxe efficient use of time
and facilities;
•Explore new modes of service
through the use of emerging educa
tion technologies.
Tlie time has clearly come for
a longer view, before whatremains
of the premise imbedded in the
Master Plan is lost," Breneman
writes.
Two other reports released to
day by the Policy Center offer furtho* evidence of the majcx struc
tural changes that are taking place
in Califomia higher education.
The first outlines the history of
higher education funding since the
adoptitxi of the 1960 Master Plan
for Higher Education.
"The real difference between
the fiscal crisis rK)w and ones ear
lier is that the Master Plan has had
almost IK> role in the state's frame
work for making important budget
decisions, beyond obligatory refer
ence," states William Hckens, au
thor of the report.
"The most important question
now is whethtt the Master Plan's
overarching policy of access to
higher quality institutions and the
(^portunity to choose among them
can be maintained without fullstate
support of these fiscal elemmts."
The second preliminary report
released by the Policy Center, fo
cusing on trends in student aid in
California, indicates that college is
far less affordable today than it was
at the beginning of the decade.
Increases in the price of Cali
fomia public higher ^ucation have
outstripped both the rate of infla
tion and the growth in available aid,
while family income has declined
in real terms, according tothe study,
which wasconducted for the Policy
Center by The College Board.
The California Hlgh^ EducatiOT Policy Center is a non-profit,
non-partisan organization created
to stimulate public awareness and
discussion of issues aftecting the
future of higher eduction.
Copies of thesereports are avail
able from The Califomia Higher
Education PolicyCenter, 160 West
Santa Clara Street, Suite 704, San
Jose, CA 95113, (408) 287-6601.

Why settle for blind faith
\)dien the fects are r^it
before your eyes?
\
God has never backed the idea of "blind faith." He wants us to have factual reasons to believe in Him. Good
evidence is important because Jesus never identified himself simply as a great moral teacher or as a prophet,
but as God himself. We invite you to consider the reasons by people, for centuries, have concluded that Jesus
really is God and wants to have a relationship with you,
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CSUSB Health Fair is a Team Affair
By Jim Chaffin

Coyote Chronide Staff Water

What would you do? You're in
a small, localized area, with a large
population. The county health de
partment calls, telling you of a pos
sible measles epidemic.
What would you do?
If you were Debbie GaivanGarciaR>l.C., supervising nurseat
the student health center, the an
swer would be a health fair!
According to Galvan-Garcia,
coordinator for the health fair, there
are approximately 2,000 to 2,500
Cal State students who need the
measles vaccine.
This preventative medicine
could thwart off a deadly disease.
To prevent a multitude of stu
dents rushing in to get their measles

vaccination when a measles hold
on the TRACS system is discov
ered at the end of the quarter,
Galvan-Garcia suggests "It's not a
time to panic, however, we need to
get a handle on it, so how about
coming to the health fair?"
According to Galvan-Garcia,
there are 800 fiee measles vaccinatimis available.
The Student Health Center, in
cooperation with Associated Stu
dents Inc. and the Student Union,
will hold the "Real Health Fair" 11
a.m. to 3 pjn. Tuesday, Wednes
day, and Thursday, May 9-11 in the
Lower Ccanmons plaza the firs t two
days and in the Student Union
Courtyard Thursday.
Someof the features of the event
are:
• Free health give-aways like

first-aid kits
• Tuberculosis screenings
• Blood pressure check
• Gener^ health and nutrition
assessments
• Diabetes screenings
• entertainment
• Smoking cessation informa
tion
Galvan-Garcia says,"
We're having this health fair so you
all can be healthy and learn to play
healthy. We'reaJIwOTkingtomake
this woric (for you.)"

For more informatioii on Hie
Real Health
Fair, call x5421

Dancing to a Different Beat
By Victoria Beaodin

CkipyEdltw

The University Dance Com
pany will perform a siting pitxhicticm of "Diversity in Dance" May
16 and 17 in the Recital Hall of the
Creative Arts building.
University Dance Company,
along with guest perfomers from
San Bernardino High School and
the Looking Glass Studio, will en
tertain and educate the audience
with a gamut of dance forms and
styles.
Choreography by graduate stu
dent Lynn Guardado, students in
Paul Torek's Musical Theatre

class, and faculty monbers Janys
Antonio arKl Sar^ Boeh have de
signed a diverse program, with
shows running at 7 p.m. Tuesday
and at tKX>n and 7 p.m. Wednesday.
Scane of thehighlights from the
show are "Absence", choreo
graphed by Antonio, which fea
tures modem jazz dance and inno
vative lighting effects," will be
perfomed to music from "The
Qow" soundtrack, "Butterflies," a
piece directed by (3uardado, incor
porates orginal poetry by the dancand their creative movement,
"Boundary," in whicha single prop
enhances the movement and intent
of the dancers, musical theatre

dances from "The Music Man,"
"Seventy-Six Trombones" and the
"The Library Ballet" feature chore
ography by Boeh, and "Misery",
choreographed by Antonio, is the
last dance of the show, in which
contemporary jazz combines with
electrifying music.
"Diversity in Dance" tickets are
$3 each andcan be purchased at the
door.
Auditions for the 1995-1996
company will be at 3 p.m. Sunday,
October 1,1995 in the New Dance
Studio, HP-104. Formore informa
tion, call (909) 880-5351 orx7234.

FITTING WORDS by Susan Hartman
Based on the board game FITTING WORDS, copyright 1994 by Susan Hartman
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Fit ail printed letters in
the puzzle Into words of
your choice. Connect all
words horizontally and
vertically, crossword
style, so that they share a
common letter. When
you have finished, you
should be able to follow
an unbroken path from
any word In the puzzle to
any other word.
You can erase or
change letters at any
time. No letter may be
placed where squares are
blocked out. Don't use
proper nouns, hyphen
ated words or same word
twice. If two or more let
ters are next to each
other, either up or down,
they must form a word
both ways, as in cross
words.
e.m. e e.p m, 9

The Staff of CSUSB's Health Center takes a time out to pose for a picture.
Front Row (From L to R): Dianne Roney, derical assistant; Debbie GalvanGarcia,supervising nurse; Jane Doetsch. nurse practitioner; Dr. Yolanda Ruofds,
MD.; Neal Fari>er, pharmadst; Dr. Joyce Jordan, MD.
Back Row (From L to R): Gayle Villavicenio, clerical assistant; Kathi Cole,
registered nurse; Elairte Buridiolder. medical records technician.

Interested in join
ing the illustrious
staff of your cam
pus newspaper.
The Coyote
Chronicle ? If so,
give us a call at
880-5931 or talk to
Cathy Miller in
University Hall,
room 201.09
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Students!
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A cultural celebration for Cal
State, San Bernardino's 1995
African-American graduates
will take place June 15 in the
university's Student Union
Events Center.
Now in its second year, the
event will feature special
speakers, African-American
cuisine and a kente cloth
presentation, a ceremony
similar to the presentation of
tassels at typical commence
ment proceedings.
"Without Struggle There is
NoProgress: Aluta Continua"
Is the theme of the banquet.
"School is meant to be
challenging, but when you're
an African-American student. It
can be even more challeng
ing," says Terrance Hamilton,
chair for the African Graduation
and Orientation Committee.
The fundraising event is a time
for faculty, staff and the
general public to recognize the
latest class of African-Ameri
can graduates in a completely
cultural setting, say organizers.
The evening begins at 6 p.m.
Cost is $20 per plate for
graduates , who will receive
kente cloths and other
commemorative items, and
$15 for general tickets. The
deadline for reservations is
June 1.
Call the Cal State Multicultural
Center at (909) 680-7204 or
Terrance Hamilton at (909)
880-5957 for more information.
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